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State interim budget puts University in red 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
Although both versions will help the 
University, neither the House or Sen- 
ate state budget proposals will be 
realized. Instead, the University - and 
the state - must wait for the results of 
a conference committee, established 
to chisel out an agreeable compro- 
mise. 
In the meantime, the state is oper- 
ating under a two-week interim bud- 
get, which went into effect at 
midnight Saturday after legislators 
failed to pass a new budget. 
In four part harmony. . 
■ This budget basically is a continua- 
tion of the four-month interim budget 
passed in July when a budget stalled 
in the Senate. 
And it is this interim budget that 
will put the University in the red. 
MULTIPLYING the four-month fig- 
ures by three, the University's main 
campus is working with about $31.6 
million in instructional subsidies this 
year, Dr. Richard Eakin, executive 
vice provost for planning and budget- 
ing, said. Added to money from in- 
structional fees and miscellaneous 
income, the University was autho- 
rized by the Board of Trustees to 
spend about $59.7 million. 
But anticipated expenses are about 
$61 million, creating a $1.3 million 
deficit. 
In stepped the House on Oct. 1, 
passing its version of a budget. This 
budget would deliver a debt-eliminat- 
ing $35.8 million to the University's 
main campus in instructional subsi- 
dies this year and $40.2 million in 1982- 
83, according to Mary Noonan, public 
information officer for the Ohio Board 
of Regents. 
The University's Firelands College 
(Huron Branch) would receive $1.3 
and $1.6 million, Noonan said. 
BUT  THE   SENATE   VERSION, 
passed on Oct. 27, reduced those fig- 
ures. Under the Senate version, Noo- 
nan said, the main campus would 
receive $34.3 million this year and 
$37.7 million in 1982-83. Firelands Col- 
lege would receive $1.3 and $1.4 mil- 
lion, she said. 
Although the Senate version also 
would lift the University out of its 
deficit, it would not be the favorable 
version, she said. 
"The Senate version is very similar 
to what was in the Governor's original 
version (House Bill 167, which failed 
this summer)," Noonan said. "That 
budget was based on the assumption 
that students would pay for 42 percent 
of his or her education." 
Thus, she added, with the passage 
of a Senate-based budget "we'd prob- 
ably have to see fee increases." 
EAKIN SAID, though, that the Uni- 
versity does not plan on taking a fee 
increase proposal for winter quarter 
to the Board of Trustees. 
And, Noonan said, the House bill 
includes a fee rollback amendment 
that would encourage universities to 
lower their instructional fees by re- 
imbursing them with a percentage of 
the decrease. 
The Senate version, she said, would 
set aside $1.7 billion for higher educa- 
tion ($822.6 million this year and 
$904.7 million in 1982-83) and the 
House version, $1.8 billion ($849 mil- 
lion and $1 billion). 
The Regents had asked for $1.9 
billion, Noonan said. This figure was 
adjusted only for inflation and in- 
creased enrollment, she said. 
While Eakin and Noonan said the 
extra money in the House version 
made it favorable, Eakin added, "I 
guess there are features in each of the 
bills that we'd prefer." 
If the interim budget expires with- 
out an agreement by the conference 
committee, Noonan said the state 
may not go with another short-term 
interim. 
"They either have to come up with 
something agreeable or agree not to 
agree," Noonan said. 
Rapscallions scale ambitions; voices 
by Chris Sherk 
Sports Editor 
Achieving goals is becoming a com- 
mon occurence for the Rapscallions. 
They set them one moment and seem- 
ingly get them the next. 
The only problem for these four 
University students is that they may 
soon run out of goals at the rate they 
are attaining them. 
When Dave Smotzer, Dave Wallace, 
Tim Frye and Jeff Oxley first wood- 
shedded their way through a barber- 
shop number almost two years ago, 
their sights were set on summer 
employment at the Cedar Point 
Amusement Park in Sandusky. 
With less than a half dozen songs in 
their repertoire, the quartet was hired 
to perform daily at the park's Red 
Garter Saloon. Goal set. Goal 
achieved. 
Four to six shows a day, six days a 
week, the Rapscallions slowly honed 
their program, discarding their show- 
sleepers and perfecting their show- 
stoppers. Although their experience 
at Cedar Point was instrumental in 
their development, it proved to be a 
difficult period of adjustment as well. 
"The   Cedar   Point   experience 
Elished us," Wallace, the quartet's 
id and a senior music education 
major, said. "We started out with 
more confidence than we ever deserv- 
ed. We really shouldn't have had quite 
as much confidence in the 
beginning." 
Maybe not, but their confidence has 
Erobably been the driving force 
ehind he Rapscallions' emergence 
as one of this area's finest barbershop 
quartets. Last month, the 
Rapscallions placed first in the 
Johnny Appleseed District Quartet 
Contest, which includes quartets from 
Ohio, Pennsylvania and West 
Virginia. The foursome also perform- 
ed in last Saturday's Parents Day 
show, featuring Victor Borge. 
"It stems from the individual per- 
sonalities," Frye, the quartet's 
baritone said. "We are all headstrong 
and dynamic, and we know what we 
want out of something. Trying to do 
that as a quartet can get in the way, 
fiersonality-wise,   but   that   perfec- 
ionism shows in the performance, 
also." 
"It's curious," Wallace adds. "It's 
possible that any one of us in another 
quartet might tend to upstage that 
quartet,   not  intentionally.   In   this 
quartet, it's not a problem because we 
are doing it the same amount, so 
we're not upstaging each other. We just end up with a very high intensity 
level." 
Intensity. That is the key word of 
the Rapscallions. It is evident in each 
performance and it is this high level 
of intensity that sells this quartet to 
its audience. 
"We've heard it said that the 
energy level in our quartet was a pro- 
blem. At times, it was too much," 
Smotzer, the group's tenor and a 
senior music theater major, said. 
"I know a couple times when we 
have been on stage," Frye, a senior in 
music education and biology, said, 
"and we get so hyper. I just think 
about what's happening vocally to the 
four of us. Like, he's not supposed to 
do that, or, he's not supposed to crack. 
So you just calm down a little bit and 
get back to what you are supposed to 
be doing." 
"It's knowing how to control it (the 
energy level) that makes a dif- 
ference," Oxley, the quartet's bass 
and a junior -.-.-cal performance ma- jor said. "You can't let it spill over in- 
to your singing. That's when the pum- 
contlnued on page 3 Both at Individuals and togathar as a barbershop quartet, The Rapscallions are perfec-  »••" Photo by Dale Omorl tlonlata. They ware spotlighted In last Saturday's Parents' Oay show in Anderson Arena. The 
four University students are (left to right) Dave Smotzer, Dave Wallace, Jeff Oxley and Tim 
Frye. 
Committee to study sexism at University 
staff photo by Al Fueha 
Voting began yesterday on the now student constitution across the 
campus. Aima Amendolara worked Wednesday afternoon in the 
Forum of the Student Services building as a volunteer. Voting con- 
tinue* today. Any undergraduate may vote with presentation of a cur- 
rent student Identification card and a picture Identification card. 
by Kathleen Koshar 
News staff reporter 
The Human Rights Committe is not 
side-stepping charges that the 
University environment is sexist, Dr. 
Edward Morgan, assistant dean of the 
College of Health and Community 
Services, said. 
But, more empirical data is needed 
before the committe will be able to 
prove a ..exist attitude exits and make 
recommendations to the President's 
office on how to begin correcting the 
situation, Morgan, who is co-chair of 
that group, said. 
Last week, Susan Arpad, director of 
Women's Studies, spoke to the Human 
Relations Commission and charged 
that the University harbors sexist at- 
titudes. She said there are not enough 
female role models on the University 
faculty as well as no organization, of- 
fice or ad hoc committe to deal with 
issues confronting women. 
The Human Rights Committee is a 
subsidiary of the Human Relations 
Commission. Its members include 
Morgan; Dr. Steven Ludd, chair; Dr. 
Robert Perry, director of Ethnic 
Studies; Dr. Ramona Cormier, 
associate Provost; Manuel Vadillo, 
Student Development; and George 
Garcia, Graduate Student Senate 
representative. 
I think the committee definitely 
feels there is a problem but I'm only 
one member of that committee, 
Morgan said, adding that without 
specific forms of valid data that prove 
there are inequities, the committee 
will have a difficult time moving 
forward. 
Ludd said it will be easier to in- 
vestigate issues concerning the 
number of female faculty and salary 
inequities, if there are any, but the 
sexims issue will be difficult to deal 
with. "We are not going to rush this 
because we want it to be grounded 
well," he explained. 
Unless some valid information is 
collected, Ludd said the only in- 
vestigative tool that could be used is 
"intuitive perception" or that which 
is picked up from conversations or 
relayed by campus leaders. 
Ludd said he personally believes 
that the University is racist and sexist 
because society fosters those feelings 
and they filter through to the Univer- 
sity. It is the University's job to 
educate students about these issues, 
Ludd said, and, "If we don't learn to 
live together, blacks and whites, men 
and women, this University has done 
zero." 
When grievances are brought 
before HRC, Ludd said it is the com- 
mittee's job to inform the complain- 
tant about the various channels at the 
University that would normally 
mediate the problem. The procedure 
may be addressed as well as the man- 
ner in which the problem was handl- 
ed, but "Beyond: that, we're impo- 
tent," Ludd said. 
Suzanne Andrews, chairperson of 
the Personnel Steering Committee, 
also spoke to HRC, and requested help 
in identifying volunteers to head pro- 
grams and training session for the 
University's 1200 classified 
employees. She also asked for help in 
setting up legitimate incentives to of- 
fer employees to keep them at the 
University. 
Clogged filter grounds space shuttle 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - A 
clogged filter, never replaced after 
Columbia's first mission last spring, 
shattered a near-flawless countdown 
Jesterday, grounding the shuttle for 
wo days - or longer. 
"We're looking at something like 
Friday. Or Saturday, or Sunday or 
Monday," said flight director Neil 
Hutchinson. Bill Jones, the 
astronaut's trainer, said the delay 
may be long enough that Joe Engle 
ana Richard Truly would return Tor 
rest at home base in Houston. 
The decision to "scrub" came 31 
seconds before liftoff. 
Eager to make their first tour of 
space, Engle and Truly instead climb- 
ed from the cockpit, stiff from nearly 
five hours strapped knees-up in their 
flight couches. 
The technical problem was with two 
Auxiliary Power Units - devices that 
are crucial to Columbia's guidance 
system. The clogged APU filters had 
been untouched since the shuttle land- 
ed after its debut flight in April. 
NASA's experts thought they didn't 
need maintenance. 
The scrub sequence was almost the 
same as April's first launch attempt. 
There the countdown clock stood at 9 
minutes to lift off when a computer 
problem caused a scrub. The shuttle 
lift-off came two days later for the 
first flight of the world's only reusable 
spaceship. 
Another attempt at Launch II for 
Columbia cannot be made until Fri- 
day because it takes at least 48 hours 
to unload and reload the ship's half 
million gallons of liquid oxygen and li- 
quid hydrogen. 
"We still have a need to understand 
the problem," said NASA spokesman 
Hugh Harris. 
"At the present time, there had 
been no determination made as to 
how long it might take to fix." 
The problem is in two of three Aux- 
iliary Power Units. Experts said 
hydrazine fuel leaked into the APU 
gear boxes and mixed with a lubri- 
cant, creating extra-high pressure 
and forced the scrub. 
In essence, technicians will do what 
motorists have to have done to keep 
their cars going. They'll change the 
oil and filter, and if necessary flush 
out the system. The APUs even 
resemble a power steering pump. The 
turbine-driven units generate the 
mechanical power to a pump that pro- 
duces  pressure  for   the   hydraulic 
system which provides the muscle to 
swivel the main engines on liftoff and 
move the wing surfaces for landing. 
The major worry for yesterday's 
launch had been the weather, which 
had been marginal all week. But at 
the scheduled 7:30 a.m. liftoff time 
there was no rain, little wind, and - 
though heavy clouds blanketed the 
sky - there was sufficient visibility. 
Forecasters said conditions will 
deteriorate in coming days. And, 
almost as proof, heavy rain pelted the 
shuttle in early afternoon. 
The scrub was all the more disap- 
pointing because few countdowns had 
gone as smoothly. Work never fell 
Behind, there were no emergencies, 
and pad crews were able to maintain 
an almost leisurely pace with no work 
holds of eight hours twice and one for 
12 hours. 
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Opinion 
Vote 'yes' for unified student voice 
Vote Yes! Vote Yes! We've heard 
this exclamation echoed across cam- 
mis for the last several weeks. Exact- 
ly what does a "yes" vote mean for 
students on this campus? 
The constitution states that "the 
undergraduate student body shall 
have the right to establish an 
undergraduate student government to 
serve as the official representative 
body of undergraduate students." A 
vote "yes" means that you believe 
students should have an organized 
government to research, discuss and 
voice student concerns. 
The proposed constitution divides 
the "organized government struc- 
ture" into three parts, the legislative, 
the executive, and the Judicial. The 
legislative branch enables students to 
be represented through three dif- 
ferent channels. There will be 
representatives from campus 
organizations, representatives from 
on and off-campus districts, and 
representatives elected at-large. A 
"yes" vote means that you believe 
this system has the potential to ade- 
quately represent student needs and 
concerns on this campus. 
Another branch of the government 
structure is the executive branch. The 
constitution states that "this branch 
shall be limited to administrative 
functions in carrying out the provi- 
sions of this Constitution." The Steer- 
ing Committe believes that students 
should elect a president to direct the 
path of the student government and to 
be the "official voice of the 
undergraduate student body." A vote 
"yes means that you believe 
students should elect a president to 
direct the execution of policies for- 
mulated by the legislative branch, 
Focus 
by Bruce Johnson 
Margie Potapchuk 
and that voice should be strong and 
unified at all times. 
The final branch of the Student 
Government is the judicial branch. 
Student court will continue to rule on 
appeals of traffic violations as well as 
violations of the Student Code. In ad- 
dition to those authorities, the Student 
Court will "interpret provisions of the 
Student Body Constitution." A vote 
"yes" means you have confidence in 
students, and that students should 
take the initiative in solving their own 
problems. 
The Statement of Student Body 
Rights is a new concept for student 
governance at Bowling Green. The 
Steering Committee believes that a 
declaration of students rights is ap- 
propriate, and thus, needs to be 
enumerated in a Student Body 
Constitution. 
The famed letter "I", seems to be 
the focus of attention in the pages of 
The BG News. However, this is not the 
only right that the students are reaf- 
firming in this constitution. The other 
rights are equally important. 
Many of the rights are basic in 
nature and consistent with the U.S. 
Constitution, (freedom of speech.etc.) 
Some of the rights are more specific 
and help define the role of students on 
this campus. A vote "yes" means the 
following: 1) that students should be 
free from unwarranted intervention 
into our personal affairs by the 
University; 2) that students should 
have the opportunity to petition ap- 
propriate officers for redress of 
grievances and modification of 
University policy; 3) that students 
are responsible enough to be part of 
the decision-making process when the 
outcome directly affects the welfare 
of the student body; 4) that students 
are responsible enough to administer 
our own general fee's on a rational 
and equitable basis. 
So you see, the entire constitution is 
not dependent upon letter "I". Actual- 
ly letter "I" is very simple. The 
Academic Charter states that 
students should sit on committee's 
"when deemed appropriate." We as 
students feel it is very "appropriate" 
for students to sit on committees 
when the outcome directly affects the 
welfare of the student body. 
By this time most students have 
probably looked at the constitution 
and have a very basic understanding 
of the document. Yet, many students 
will still deny that this constitution 
will have any bearing on them or on 
their role as students. We simply can- 
not afford continued apathy on this 
campus. 
We believe students are concerned 
about the future of Bowling Green, 
and that we have some positive sug- 
gestions to share with the ad- 
ministrators and faculty members. A 
vote "yes" means you believe in 
students. 
Faculty opposes 'blanket membership' 
Greatest ERA recruiter: Ronald Reagan? 
CHICAGO-When you ask people 
here to name the single greatest 
recruiter in the checkered history of 
the Equal Rights Amendment, they 
are likely to come back with the same 
ironic response: Ronald Reagan. 
The President and his Henchper- 
sons (if you will forgive the expres- 
sion) have raised the anxiety and the 
activity level of people who might 
otherwise have passively watched the 
moribund amendment slide to its 
deadline death next June 30. 
The new infusion of energy and 
anger in this unratified state is 
palpable. It includes people who had 
been lulled into believing that the 
ERA was merely "symbolic." It in- 
cludes people who had bought the no- 
tion that there were, in fact, Other 
Ways to win equal rights. It includes 
people who believed Reagan when he 
said he was for the E and the R, but 
the not the A. 
But now with some help from the 
Presidential Recruiter, we know what 
a difference a year makes. We have 
heard a lot about these Other Ways to 
equality and learned a lot of Other 
Lessons. 
OTHER WAY NUMBER NUMBER 
I: We can win equal rights through ex- 
ecutive orders. 
We made some real changes in 
employment for women under one ex- 
ecutive order, the one called Affir- 
mative Action. 
In the years between 1969 and 1981, 
women as different as coal miners 
and bankers were allowed in and up. 
In 1973, a mere .001 percent of the coal 
miners were female. By 1979,11.4 per- 
cent were female. In 1970, 17.6 of 
banking officials and managers were 
women. By 1980, women comprised 
33.6 percent. In both cases, it was the 
federal watchers who made the dif- 
ference. Way back then. 
OTHER LESSON NUMBER I: Ex- 
ecutive orders are only as useful as 
the executive. 
Now, in the Reagan administration, 
the word is out that Affirmative Ac- 
tion won't be enforced. That isn;t red 
Focus 
by Ellen Goodman 
Syndicated Columnist 
tape they are cutting; it's the arteries 
of change. 
OTHER WAY NUMBER II: We can 
win equal rights, through the 
legislature, statute by statute. 
Titles 7 and 9 of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 are probably the best ex- 
amples of statutes used to deal with 
sex discrimination in education andon 
the work force. They have helped 
make progress on such issues as sex- 
ual harassment, unequal oppor- 
tunities in college athletics, and 
discrimination in job hiring and pro- 
motion. Until lately. 
OTHER LESSON NUMBER II: A 
law is only as strong as its teeth. One 
administration's incisors may 
become the next administration's 
gums. 
The Title 9 guidelines about sexual 
harassment and athletics are now be- 
ing diluted with (George) Bush beer, 
an anti-regulatory brew. The chance 
to sue in the work place under Title 7 
will be slowed to a near halt by the 
cuts in investigatory staff at EEOC. 
OTHER WAY NUMBER III: We 
can use the judiciary to win women's 
rights. 
Over time, the higher courts have 
been extending equal righs to women 
by their interpretation of the laws 
(See Other Way Number II). But not 
always. 
OTHER LESSON NUMBER HI: 
You can't get to court without a case. 
A judgment is only as predictable as a 
judge. 
Irs no surprise that the Reagan ad- 
ministration with a solicitor general 
like Rex Lee will be, uh, less than ar- 
dent in its pursuit of sex discrimina- 
tion cases. 
Nor should it be a surprise when the 
Supreme Court backtracks with 
regard to women's rights. Last term, 
the Court ruled, for example, that an 
Army ex-wife wasn't entitled to any 
portion of her husband's military pen- 
sion. Her claim was. the Court said, 
against "the national interest." 
All of these Other Lessons teach 
basically one fact: The status of 
women is still fragile. What one Con- 
gress giveth, the next Congress may 
taketh away. What one President sup- 
ports, the next President may under- 
cut. What one court interprets, the 
next court may re-interpret. 
There is just no substitute for being 
protected by the Constitution. There 
is no E and no R without the A. 
So, with the help of Ronnie the 
Recruiter, our awareness is growing, 
and our interest is escalating-just as 
the time is shrinking. The final lesson 
would be to end up, too late, with the 
biggest pro-ERA constituency in 
history...on July 1,1982. 
I am happy to hear that Clint 
Garber is alive and well, even if he 
still does not believe that student full- 
vote committee membership is also 
alive and well. He certainly is entitled 
to his opinion, but I really would like 
to see that opinion based on an ac- 
curate understanding of the facts. Ac- 
cordingly, I would like to offer a 
number of comments in response to 
Clint's column of October 30. 
First, Clint, I hate to sound like a 
broken record, but Faculty Senate 
DID NOT pass a resolution' 'opposing 
student full-vote membership on 
decision-making committees." The 
whole point of the resolution in ques- 
tion was to oppose an OPEN-ENDED 
EXPANSION of student membership 
on committees. It did not oppose 
either present student membership on 
any committee or the methods by 
which the student membership deci- 
sion is made. 
Second, given your mistaken belief 
that Faculty Senate opposes student 
membership, per se, I am confused by 
your abrupt dismissal of student 
membership on University-wide com- 
mittees as "an unwritten prere- 
quisite," or as "something we already 
knew and took for granted." Student 
membership on University-wide com- 
mittees is not an automatic condition, 
but rather the result of thoughtful 
decisions made by the Committee on 
Committees of the Faculty Senate 
(which, you might recall, has two stu- 
dent members). In each case of stu- 
dent membership, the decision to in- 
clude students reflects the belief that 
student members would be useful con- 
tributors, by virtue of the goals, ex- 
Focus 
by Richard J. Ward, 
Chair     Faculty Senate 
perience, and perspective, to the 
tasks facing each specific committee. 
To stress the point, this philosophy 
was NOT changed by the Faculty 
Senate resolution. 
Third, Faculty Senate does NOT 
determine the appropriateness of stu- 
dent membership on college councils 
and committees. As I am a member of 
the College of Business Administra- 
tion, let me use that college as an ex- 
ample. In the College of Business, the 
"senior" committee is called the Ex- 
ecutive Committee (the "college 
council" required under the. 
Academic Charter). The Executive 
Committee is responsible for 
establishing both the existence of 
other college committees and the 
membership of each committee. The 
Executive Committee has chosen to 
include student members on the 
Honors and Awards Committee, the 
Board of Appeals (concerned with 
grade and related appeals), the Col- 
lege Curriculum Committee, and the 
Executive Committee, itself. It has 
chosen not to have student members 
on the Computer Activities Commit- 
tee, the College Election Committee, 
the Department Chairs/Program 
Directors Committee, and the Tenure 
Screening and Review Committee. 
Although I am not familiar with the 
committee structure of the other col- 
leges, I would be very surprised if 
their committee organization and 
membership differed significantly 
from the organization and member- 
ship of College of Business 
committees. 
In any event, it is up to the faculty 
and Dean of each College to deter- 
mine where student committee 
membership is appropriate. It is NOT 
the perogative of Faculty Senate. 
Further, the Faculty Senate resolu- 
tion did not even address the issue of 
student membership on college com- 
mittees, EXCEPT TO REAFFIRM 
THE PRESENT SYSTEM BY 
WHICH STUDENT MEMBERSHIP 
IS DECIDED. 
To sum it up, Clint, the Faculty 
Senate resolution opposes a self- 
proclaimed student right to blanket 
membership on all committees. 
Faculty. Senate opposes the "blanket 
membership" claim, not the broader 
issue of student membership on any 
committee. 
By the way, I still haven't heard 
you, or any other student, identify a 
specific committee on this campus 
that lacks, and needs, student 
membership. If you do decide to pick 
up this gauntlet, please carefully 
research the matter before you write 
again. If you might feel that a copy of 
the original resolution and/or a copy 
of the Academic Charter might help 
your efforts, please stop by the Facul- 
ty Senate office (140 McFall Center), 
and we will be happy to provide these 
or any other documents you might 
desire. 
Letters^ 
Student questions 
Lambda Chi list 
I'm responding to the article on Oc- 
tober 27, 1981, concerning indepen- 
dent residents living in fraternity 
houses. A statement by Gary Winand, 
president of Lambda Chi Alpha, in- 
trigued me. He was quoted as saying 
that the reason that only 11 out of 46 
members occupied the house was 
DOONESBURY 
because the house was awarded to 
them late last year, after members 
had made other housing 
arrangements. 
I would like to point out that one 
week before the house was awarded, 
the Lambda Chi's presented the 
University a list of 45 members who 
could live in the house, and another 
list of ten individuals who were to be 
put on a waiting list. 
This list was supposed to be 
members who COULD live in the 
house for the 1981-1982 school year. 
This list was given to a University 
committee headed by Wayne Colvin, 
Director of Residence Life. The com- 
mittee had set a criteria for eligibility 
for the fraternity house. Among these 
were the ability to fill the house. 
After deliberation the committee 
awarded the old Phi Delta Theta 
house to the Lambda Chi's over 
several other organizations with the 
understanding that they could fill the 
house with the people on the list. It is 
now quite evident that either: 1) the 
Lambda Chi's had many members 
not return to school or 2) the list was 
completely inaccurate and the com- 
by Garry Trudeau 
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mittee failed in its job to make sure 
the organization given the house could 
fill it. 
Sam Mauro 
On-C.mpus Mailbox 3383 
Bearing arms not 
constitutional right 
I find most .of the traditional 
arguments of the "Gun Nut Lobby" 
expressed in the recent (10/29/81) let- 
ter from Shannon Markey to be nar- 
row, one-sided, and decidedly 
juvenile; but one of them is just plain 
wrong. 
Article II of the Bill of Rights (i.e., 
the Second Amendment to the Con- 
stitution) does NOT give American 
citizens the right to bear arms! What 
it does do, as the Supreme Court une- 
quivocally ruled in 1876, 1894, and 
1939, is grant to the states the right to 
maintain a militia. 
If a person is childish enough to 
want to own a handgun that is his or 
her problem, but let's keep the record 
straight. Being able to own a gun is a 
privilege Americans have (albeit a 
dubious one); it is not a constitutional 
right. 
Edward Q. Stockwall 
Profasaor 
Respond 
If you would like to comment 
on something in the News or 
anything of interest to the cam- 
pus or community, write to the 
News. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of the BG News, 106 
University Hall. 
TV BG Nw.1 Noveejeer S. IM1 3 
Expansion of service includes 24-hour care 
Health care plan to be presented to Trustees 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
Students will have access to addi- 
tional health care services if a propos- 
ed plan outlining these changes is ac- 
cepted by the Board of Trustees. 
Margie Potapchuk, a senior family 
community services major, said a 24 
hour in-patient care service is a long 
range goal of the plan. 
Potapchuk initiated the project in 
the spring of 1980 after being elected 
as a senator to Student Government 
Association. 
SHE SAID through talking with 
other people she learned that certain 
services at the health center had been 
discontinued, one of those being 24 
hour in-patient care and she wanted to 
know why those programs were no 
longer in existence. 
Potapchuk began her research by 
sending five questionnaires to 
students and 91 questionnaires to 
state universities across the nation. 
She said she could only use 17 of the 
76 percent of the questionnaires 
returned because she had to limit the 
study to universities-that were the 
same size as Bowling Green. 
These universities also had to have 
a hospital within five miles and a cer- 
tain percentage of commuters. 
OF THE 17, the majority had a 24 
hour in-patient care service, she said. 
Potapchuk said from all the data 
she collected, she determined that 
"our Health Center does not assess 
the needs" of University students. 
"Since then, when I presented this 
to the administration, my reaction 
was negative," she said, and she at- 
tributed this to concern tor liability. 
Dr. Donald Ragusa, dean of 
students, attributed one reason for 
concern with liability to an incident 
that occurred when the health center 
still had in-patient care. 
HE EXPLAINED that the Universi- 
ty was sued after a student with a 
head injury died after being held in 
the health center overnight before be- 
ing sent to Wood County Hospital. 
Potapchuk has suggested having 
nurses available after clinic hours, 
"strictly for observational care," and 
she added that in the case of an 
emergency a person could be sent to 
Wood County Hospital, elliminating 
the risk of liability. 
Other parts of the plan include, a 
women's clinic, a cold clinic: man- 
datory health records, longer 
weekend hours, and allowing student 
nurses and pre-med students to work 
in the health center. 
Potapchuk said student nurses and 
pre-med students could get ex- 
perience and students overall would 
save money. 
POTAPCHUK will present the plan 
to the Board of Trustees on Nov. 13, at 
which time she will suggest the in- 
stitution of an ad hoc committee to 
begin implementing the plan. 
The ad hoc committee, once it goes 
into action, will have to go to other 
universities and see how their pro- 
gram works, she said. 
"We're just going to have to model 
after other universities and find our 
flaws and stay within our boun- 
daries," she said. 
"The things she's describing are 
very expensive items," Ragusa said. 
took to the University of Maryland, in 
which he discovered that the health 
center there had rapid and in-depth 
services. 
He said the center provided dif- 
ferent areas of service, a women's 
clinic and a dermatology clinic. 
"I guess the breadth of their service 
and the depth of their service was im- 
pressive," he said. 
'I think we should use everything we have, 
and I think better health care should be a main 
priority on this campus.' Margie Potapchuk 
HE SAID the 24 hour in-patient care 
is the most expensive proposition 
because it would expand the hours by 
12. 
Ragusa said also he was "not ter- 
ribly xeen on dental service," stating 
that students presently pick and chose 
a dentist, whereas one dentist on cam- 
pus would limit that choice. 
Ragusa said another unexplored 
issue is locating all the new equip- 
ment and facihties involved in the 
changes. 
He pointed out that the west half of 
the health center building is now oc- 
cupied by community services and 
the computer center. 
"IT IS no longer a health center," 
he said. 
Ragusa discussed a recent trip he 
BGLog, 
Correction 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was incorrectly identified as 
Sigma Phi Epsilon in a photograph of SAE's at BG 
Manor nursing home in Tuesday's BG News The 
News regrets the error. 
A videotape presentation of REPRESENTATIVE 
ROBERT BROWN'S visit with the Personnel Steering 
Committee will be reshown Monday from 11:45 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. in Room 122 of the Library. 
All students with NATIONAL DEFENSE-DIRECT 
STUDENT LOANS, NURSING STUDENT LOANS.or 
STUDENT   DEVELOPMENT   LOANS   who   are 
graduating or leaving the University after Fall 
Quarter should contact the Student Loan Collection Of- 
fice at 372-0112 to make an appointment for an exit 
interview. 
Newsbriefs. 
Electrical short dims lights 
If you thought you were having trouble seeing at 
night while walkling through the inner circle of cam- 
pus, do not panic. The lights were dimmed but only 
because of a mechanical problem. 
George Postick, vice president of operations, said 
an electrical short caused all the lamp post style lights 
to be dimmed because they are connected like 
Christmas lights. The electrical problem has been cor- 
rected, and he said the lights should be working 
properly. 
Postick said the dimmed lights were definitely not a 
new policy to save money. "We're cauti< as about that. 
We're not going to risk anything to save a few cents," 
he said. 
sDJN^S; PIZZA PUB 
Monday 2 for 1 Pizza Wednesday 1
4:30 to 8:30 
Tuesday Wine Night 
Beer of the Week 
532 E. Wooster, Bowling Green 
Pitcher and 
Jar Night 
Thursday • B.G. Night    9-12 
Phone 352-3551 
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HE ADDED that the idea of a 
women's clinic may be of great in- 
terest to women at the University 
because the population of students is 
over 60 percent female. He said many 
women go to Wood County Hospital 
for birth control information. 
Ragusa also said that the students 
will determine how the program will 
work. 
"Much of this is predicated by the 
students, and they will have to speak 
up," he said. 
He said if students feel it necessary, 
for example, to have a dental service, 
then the University "would have to 
respond positively to their needs." 
POTAPCHUK SAID with her 
original plan, which first presented 
the idea of a 24 hour in-patient care 
service, she discovered there are 
boundaries. She said the in-patient 
care service for example, could not be 
financially effective at the beginning. 
She said she would like to tell the 
trustees to set up a committee this fall 
to begin working on the pjan. She said 
she hoped the program would be 
operating by next fall. 
"So I know it's going to be there 
when I leave," she said. 
Potapchuk said that general fees 
will have to go up to some extent, and 
that "students are not going to want to 
pay the whole bill, which they 
shouldn't." 
"I think we should use everything 
we have," she said and I think better 
health care should be a main priority 
on this campus." 
Rapscallions 
up and excitement become a 
When problems arise, the 
Rapscallions either work them out 
within the group or they turn to any 
one of a half dozen coaches for ad- 
vice. They consult with coaches for 
sound, interpretation of music and 
stage presence. 
'Tor that district goal, we work- 
ed very, very hard, he said. "In 
the matter of that last month 
(before the contest), we put in 
more time than we ever have 
before. We decided that we were 
going to do it, and we went out and 
got il." 
Not surprisingly, the 
Rapscallions are now in pursuit of 
another goal - winning the interna- 
tional contest, held annually by the 
Society for the Preservation and 
Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in America - a 
goal aspired to by many, achieved 
by few. 
Oxley said, "You need those kind 
of goals or the quartet will 
stagnate, won't learn music, and 
won't do as well in the long run. To 
be progressive, you've got to 
establish at the very beginning 
what you want to do. Then you go 
out and do it." 
Goal set... 
Program to tell of BG's past 
by Karen Sandsvrom 
News Reporter 
Proving that northwestern Ohio 
does have a smidgeon of spicey 
history is the $53,008.60 "baby" of 
Drs. Susan and Joseph Arpad. 
The Ohio Program in the 
Humanities granted $14,920.50 of the 
total for the production of the "The 
story of the Great Black Swamp," an 
hour-long program to be aired on 
WBGU-TV sometime after July, 1982. 
Dr. Susan Arpad, director of the 
Women's Studies Program at the 
University and husband Dr. Joseph 
Arpad, put the program together 
mainly out of their interests as 
historian and folklorist, respectively. 
The Black Swamp area referred to 
is a 120-by-40 mile strip of land runn- 
ing down the Maumee River which, at 
one time, was so murky and mosquito 
infested that it was questionable 
whether it would ever be inhabitable 
bv humans. 
The television program will ex- 
plain, according to the Arpads, the 
conquering ana settling of the land 
and its relationship to how the people 
today feel about their land. 
' "Most of them have very little sense 
of their own history," says the 
Women's Studies Director, but adds 
that the traditions of the past have 
•jtrnnolv infinonrwi the decisions and 
lifestyles of the northwestern Ohioans 
of today. 
As an historian, she has been 
gathering diaries, photographs and 
memorabilia from area townspeople. 
She has found a certain 
possessiveness with the farmers of 
their land, stemming from earlier 
days. 
"They (farmers) literally pour 
themselves into their land," she says. 
She explains that this comes from the 
time when the swampland was being 
settled. 
"Settlement of northwest Ohio was 
ordinary in that the pioneers cleared 
the land of trees, built log cabins, 
hunted wild animals and their first 
economy was subsistance farming," 
say the Arpads. 
It was an extraordinary ex- 
perience, however, because of the 
area's geography. The Great Black 
Swamp made northwest Ohio an 
undesirable land and, consequently, it 
was settled very late (1850-1900) and 
then  settlement   was   unusually 
difficult" 
The program will cover historical 
facts, folklores, visit current land- 
marks and relate past to present. 
As director of the Women's Studies 
Program, Arpad says she enjoys 
discovering how women fit into socie- 
ty in the past. 
"One of the things I'm doing in 
regard to the program is making sure 
women are recognized," she said in 
regard to the program. 
One wall of the historian's office is 
filled with old photographs collected 
from families in the Black Swamp 
area, and Arpad points out the place- 
ment of the women in Ihese 
photographs. Most of them are sur- 
rounding the men, who are in the 
center. 
"It makes you wonder," says Ar- 
pad, "If women really were in the 
periphery of society then." 
She also mentions that Bowling 
Green, as part of the Great Black 
Swamp area, is atop earth rich in oil, 
and along with Findlay, was one of the 
chief oil-producing areas in the 1880s. 
At that tune, though, tools for drilling 
were too crude to get through the 
black slime and water. 
The Cooperative Education Program 
222 Administration Building 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 372-2451 
1. Diesel Engine Part> Manufacturer. Quality Control Chemist Coop: $ 1.120 
oer month available Winter '82 
2. Diasai Engine Pant Manufacturer: Industrial Media Coop   $1,120 per 
monlh. available Spring 5 Summer 82 
3. Dieael Engine Part* Manufacturer: Industrial Training Coop. $1,120 per 
month, available Spring a Summer "82 
4. Printing Producta Firm: Human Resources Coop. $920 per month, available 
Winter 82 
5. Large Industrial Manufacturer: Materials Mgml  Coop. $1100-1200 per 
month available Winter 82 
6. Restaurant: Manger Trainee Coop. $536 592 per month, available Winter 4 
Spring '82 
7. Automotive Manufacturer: Accounting Co-op. $1,180 per month, available 
Winter '82 
•. Municipal Government Office: Business ol Accounting Coop. $720-1.040 
per month available Winter '82 
9. Municipal Government Office: Public  Admin   or Urban Studies Co-op. 
$7 20-1 040 oer month avadahki Winter '82 
10. Computer Systems Corp.: Tehntcal Writer Co-op. $800 per month: available 
Winter S? 
11. Computer Systems Corp.: Programmer Analyst Co-op, $1,040 per month, 
available Winter 82 
12. Large Banking Equipment Corp.: Writer Editor Co-op: $1,042 per month. 
available Winter 82 
13. Large Photo Firm: Computer Science Co-op: $1,100-1.260 per month, 
avertable Waiter & Sormg '82 
14. Large Photo Firm: Marketing Co-op $1,040-1.140 per month, available 
Winter a Sorma 82 
15. Are* VMCA: Program Administration Coop: $300 per month, avertable 
Winter. Spnna a Summer '82 
19. Large Ohio Manufacturing Firm: Co-ops in Technology. Computer Science 
Chemistry. IPCO. Industrial Relations. Environmental Studies Journalism and 
Technical Writing, avertable Winter A Sorma '82 
17. Large Electrical Manufacturing Firm: Data Processing Components Coop 
$1 080-1 320 per month available Winter '82 
18. Major Steel Products Manufacturer: Statistical Analyst Co-op. Salary based 
on individual Qualifications available Winter  Sonna 5 Summer '82 
19. Outdoor Education Facility for Children: Teaching Co-op. $400 per monlh 
plus room and board, available Spnna 82 
20. Dayton Area Corporation: Programmer Co-op. $987 per month, available 
Winter 82 
21. Chemical Products Firm: Computer Science Co-op. $704-783 per month 
avertable Sonna 82 
22. Chemical Producta Firm: Chemistry Coop $691-748 per month, available 
Spring 82 
23. Government Finance Center In Cleveland: Student Trainee Coop. 
$15922 per year 
24. Ohio Pubiicatione Firm: Magazine Journalism Co-op. (Non paying), avertable 
Winter 82 
25. Non Profit Publisher: Publicalion Design Co-op. $536-640 per monlh. 
available Winter 82 
26. Large Restaurant Chain: Manager Trainee Coop. $1,092 per month, 
available Winter '82 
27. Washington D.C. Institution: Technical InlormaHon Assistant. $10,963 per 
veer, avertable Waiter '82. 
29. Washington D.C. Institution: Aereonaulics Research Co-op. $10,963 per 
year, avertable Winter '82 
29. Washington D.C. Institution: Librarian Coop: $10,963 per year, avertable 
Winter 8? 
30. Advanced Technology Firm: Technical Writer Co-op. $960-1120 per 
month, available Winter 82 
31. Netlonel Weather Service: Meteorology Co-op. $10,963-12.266 per year: 
avertable Winter '62 
32. National Weather Service: Physical Science or Computer Science Trainee 
Coop. $10 963 12.266 per year, avertable Winter '82 
33. Maior Area Arts Organlietlons: Administrative Assistant Coop. Salary to be 
determined, avertable Winter 82 
Preliminary interviews for these positions will be conducted Friday, November 6 (8:00-5:00) and Monday, 
November 9 (1 00 5 00). Interesred students mmay call the Co-op office (372-2451) to schedule a convenient 
interview time. The Cooperative Education Program staff will be available to explain the advantages and 
specifiratons of the program and the available positions. Help in meeting the high cost of college expenses is 
available -call the office now!  
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'Raging Bull' 
DeNiro's punches hit home 
Review 
by David Heindel 
This weekend's UAO campus film 
Raging Bull, will illustrate the 
premise that December I960 brought 
another Christmas season of 
monumental films; some towered 
above others. 
Martin Scorcese's took the snorting, 
raging bull famous from television 
beer commercials and transformed it 
into a lisping, limping donkey. 
The fight film, which should not be 
watched on the same sreen as Rocky 
or Rocky 2, crashed through solid 
brick with more fury than any other 
before. 
Robert De Niro took into the role of 
Jake La Motta, the gladiator whose 
life story the film was based upon, not 
only his heart and soul, but his 
physique. • 
HE PUT on 50 pounds to throw 
around as needed. As the film flashed 
from today to yesterday and then to 
tomorrow, years of weight-conscious 
living first walked away and then ran 
as De Niro's charactrer evolved from 
boxer to beer-drinker. De Niro's 
dedication was impressive. 
The film's story line wove in and 
around La Motta's home life and 
career, sewing the two tightly 
together as the closing credits 
approached. 
La Motta lived the life of a boxer 
who never went down, but still 
managed to look at life and love up- 
side down and inside out. 
To La Motta, a punch was a kiss- 
the harder, the better. In one opening 
scene, for example, he begged his 
younger brother Joey (played by 
academy award-worthy Joe Pesci in 
his on-screen debut) to punch him in 
the face. 
NEITHER to me nor to Joey did the 
kitchen seem a likely place two close 
brothers for lock horns, but to Jake 
"Gimmie you best shot" was an "I 
love you, how 'bout a hug." 
As the bull galloped with greater 
fury, and kitchen kisses grew into 
fighting cuts and bruises, Jake's 
distorted view of love emerged again 
while his wife's lips healed those cuts 
that he requested but avoided those 
which Jake could never expect to 
heal. His mind had been too long rattl- 
ed and his heart too fiercely pounded 
by his "I hate you" means of connec- 
ting with others. 
Just as the film almost was entirely 
in black and white, so was Jake's 
career and social life. When he fought 
in the ring, he blocked punches with 
his face, tiring his opponent until the 
knock-out opportunity arose. 
He almost never missed. 
WHEN THE RING was his living 
room or his bar or his social ropes, he 
blocked punches with his heart until 
his head exploded into anger. In these 
situations, however, his punches were 
not padded by gloves; they absolutely 
hit home. 
His wife, Linda, who was played by 
another first-timer, Cathy Moriarty, 
might as well have played Rocky 
Balboa's sparring partner as her first 
ro
'
e
- continued on page 10 
Jake La Motta, portrayad by Robert DaNiro, is a young boxer who bacomas Middleweight Champion of tha World in tha 
Unilad Artist ralaase, "Raging Bull." 
. KV» 
LIVE MUSIC 
THURSDAY, NOV. 5 
We are now accepting applications for 
management positions in: 
-AVIATION 
-BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
-ENGINEERING 
-PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 
-INTELLIGENCE 
Applicants should be no older than 34 years 
old, have a BS/BA degree (summer graduates 
may inquire), be able to pass aptitude and 
physical examinations and qualify for security 
clearance. U.S. citizenship required. 
SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE 
OR CALL COLLECT 419-352-7236. 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD MONDAY NOVEMBER 9th AND 
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 10th. 
ALSO VISIT US IN THE STUDENT CENTER NOVEMBER 9th 
AND 10th. 
NAVY 
"Do me a favor. S'rxl lime I ask for a ride... say NO! " 
There's a better way 
to get there this weekend. 
Greyhound Is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room 
for carry- on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
Friday           Bowling Qraan (Man'a Qym) 
Cleveland 
Lv 
Ar 
3:45p 
7:0Op 
Sunday        Cleveland 
Bowling Green (Men's Qym) 
Lv 
Ar 
S:0Op 
B:10p 
For convenient dally service and complete Information call 353-5982 
ltfWd><M OpMMi ■»»■ » 
**n« to c*»*ng» SoffwirwMfqu— Mir mm. m*mct**9qMHaf*.man\***kina*mmmtmt>'%m PncMand 
C1M1 Orvyhound UnM. tnc 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
NOV. 6 & 7 
HOMEBREW 
funk and Jan 
9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. 
NO COVER 
107 Stale Street at Woomler   ,     353-8735 
9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. 
$1.00 COVER 
Ufe wanr to cure cancer in your lifetime American Cancer Society I. 
Tired of Tests Given 
by Teachers? 
Here's your chance to... 
MATCH WITS AGAINST FACULTY 
AND STUDENTS IN THE... 
The*nury Sport oClhe Mind 
Preliminary rounds 
Nov 16, 17. 18 
Finals Nov. 23 
Cost: 50 cents per team member 
Four players and one alternate per team 
SIGN UP BY NOV. 12 IN THE 
UAO OFFICE 
TONIGHT 
8:00 P.M. 
GRAND BALLROOM $4.50 
Plenty of Tickets Still Abailable at 
THE SOURCE 
FINDERS 
UAO OFFICE 
««..   3rd FLOOR UNION 
10 FOOD. SMOKING. OR BEVEIU8ES ALLOWED IN THE BALLROOM. 
i   THURSDAY NIGnTlS "I 
\   SftrdENTNtOHTM^ 
IjChi ldre^L_50j2 ^.1_A9|_ SjyPfNJSjW .UUJl 
I. TUESDAY NIGHT IS 
nn) 
M.j..li.i      Hmly 
MJVXI   MtNkM 
IE 
NEIL SIMMON S 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 PM 
OKLMtl 
BURTMTNOUM 
PATERNITY 
PO 
'*AT 7:30 & 9:15 PM 
ClA-ZEL GREAT ENTEBTAINMENT- AT A GREAT  PRICE' 
_ BleTTTl  ~"   St I ''    * CCTMNMjjfU111^LSEATS ANYTIME 
Seasons 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 PM 
COMING ATTRACTIONS:   "ALL THE MARBLES," 
RAGGEDY MAN."  "FRENCH LIEUTENANT S WOMAN' 
SHRIMP 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT 
includes 
All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar and Choice of Potato 
for $4.99 
Luckv Steer 
more than a steakhouse 
EXPIRES 11-9-81, B.Q. 1726E.WOOSTER 
ln*i|W ietreeeces new 
everyday lee erkei an 
lelede* erticrittien eyeweer 
fer lee entire feedy 
Single VI.ion 
Eyeglosses $29?L 
65 mm gloss linMi.   .- 4 or 
4 diopters, frames & cose. 
tutUNOTM i n»« oemimi 
•uaiMGtON «■•••••••* ra— *•"> ■■■■*■■ »•. 
N" —It be -Jtcel •> '•»>•«•» Me •« < Se- 
tt*) a. --* ■■•*•- t •"*■ *"•■* •* »"*** 
•a e*-* Svt-re*. Oa*«e« Ce—e> *e» »»««■•»■ i 
«.     ie....   eta*.   •*•   <••*•    *M     —« 
n»—ife lie—a m *■—ee 
T.K. er0-15 
li-Feceli 
Leases fronts 4 COM 
$49 88 
0* CONTACT M.„h.M *49^ IFIMSFS     •—•—•»—• 
 Speclole«pireiNov. 14, mi  
We Alt. hove MUSCH 1 L0MB SOFT IENSJS 
for aitigmatism 
OpenMon   TIM   I-V.I «Fr. » 30 6 Wed I ioi 410   131 
lyei examined by 
Dr. loeert t. Klein. O.D. t Aieecletet. Oetemetriiti 
coupon | pjfjj Bjjj pji *aj 
BurfinqHMi 
JDptkdl  „ 
'Stadium Plaza 
1616 E Wooitrv 
Bowling Green 
*-   .   352 2533   . - 
TW K Nan Nevee*er 5, 1*1 5 
Academic Council approves 
revised master's requirements 
by David Slgworth 
Newe stif 1 reporter 
Revised general requirements for a University 
master's degree were approved by Academic Council 
yesterday despite confusion over wording in the agenda 
handout. 
Following the basic semester change formula of 
multiplication by two-thirds, the new master's degree 
programs will require at least 30 semester hours of 
coursework. 
The minimum number of hours to be earned at the 
University toward a master's degree was dropped from 
38 to 24. And at least 18 hours - dropped from 25 hours - 
must be on the 500-level or higher. 
The approval was not as easy as the multiplication, 
though, as questions arose over the agenda handout 
listing the conversions. 
Dr. Karl Vogt, dean of the College of Business Ad- 
ministration, expressed confusion and displeasure with 
"typical program" hours listed for the two degree op- 
tions, thesis and comprehensive examination. 
THE REVISED FIGURES for the thesis option changed 
base degree core courses from 16 to 12 hours; cognate 
areas No. 1 and 2 courses, from 12 to eight hours each; 
and thesis supervised by interdepartmental committee 
hours from nine to six, for a total of 34 hours. 
The Comprehensive examination option requirements 
changed base degree core courses, from 24 to 16 hours, 
and cognate areas No. 1 and 2 courses from 12 to eight 
each, for a total of 32 hours. 
After an extended and "silly" discussion, according to 
Dr. Robert Guion, a Faculty Senate representative to 
Council, it was decided that the problem was caused by 
the two options' not being indented as subheads under the 
Interdisciplinary Master's Degree Program heading on 
the agenda handout. 
"I don't think this body needs to vote on the words," 
Dr. Gary Heberlein. dean of the Graduate College, said, 
commenting that the discussion had to do with "how the 
printer happened to highlight things." 
THUS, a motion was made - and passed - to approve all 
the revisions and vote down a motion to approve all but 
the two options. 
The passage of the master's degree general re- 
quirements completes the semester conversions of 
general requirements for degree programs at the 
Iniversity. Other program revisions were approved at 
the Oct. 7 Council meeting. 
And Dr. John Eriksen, acting provost and Council 
chairman, introduced the articulation report of a joint 
committee of the Ohio Board of Regents and the State 
Department of Education. 
The report includes nine recommendations concerning 
admissions to Ohio's universities and communication 
between students, parents and schools concerning ad- 
mission policies ana requirements. 
DR. SANDRA PACKARD, dean of the College of 
Educaton, moved that the Council "adopt the intent of 
this report but withhold adoption of any specific resolu- 
tion until we can study the report." 
The motion passed. 
Packard said the recommendations in the report are 
EDod but added that some can not be met by the 
niversity. 
The math recommendation is an "almost unworkable 
resolution, even though it's desirable," Packard said. 
She explained that the recommendation would require an 
increase in advanced math teachers in secondary 
schools but "Ohio simply can not get enough math 
teahers." 
PACKARD SAID the University received more than 
400 requests last year for education majors certified to 
teach advanced math but could only fill 12 of the jobs. 
Eriksen said Council will take a closer look at the 
report at its next meeting, to "go down the recommenda- 
tions and see what actions we might take." 
'*», 
MEADOWVIEW COURT 
.*<* APARTMENTS V* 
^o* SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE 
1 Bedroom Apts. 1 Bedroom Apt*. Efficiencies 
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED 
• all utilities included • gas heat 
except lights • swimming pool 
• laundry facilities • party room 
available • game room 
.♦♦♦♦^ *4tt**r»r» »»*****——rrtw*r***t 
Complete Service for Imported 
and Small Domestic Cars 
In Chicago 'hey moke o thick crust pizzo with o 
special whole tomato sauce a thick chewy dough 
and mounds of cheese 
With your choice of those great 
Pisanello's items . . . We call it. . . 
PlSANEUO'S - "CHICAGO STYLE" 
LJD|^SA/        Ph   352-5166- 
'      lefc*fcf«        203 North main 
One Coupon Per Pina - Thru Nov. IS 
I $000 
O     A OFF 
A LARGE 
CHICAGO STYLE 
PIZZA 
•IBM 
u 
p 
o 
N 
I 
L 
50 
OFF 
A MEDIUM 
CHICAGO STYLE 
00 
OFF 
A SMALL 
CHICAGO STYLE 
PIZZA PIZZA 
ANY URGE, MED., OR SMALL CHICAGO 
STYLE PIZZA WITH ONE OR MORE ITEMS 
Pick Up  Dine In. or Fa»t Pill Delivery 
,— - — ■COUPON, — — — — — - 
I 
c 
o 
u 
p 
o 
N 
I 
.1 
HOURS 
TONIGHT 
ArA 
DRIN K SPBCJALS 
WEE TOTPW W/LAR6EPIZ1A 
EAST IXFtOURT 352-A5/6 
starts tomorrow! 
storewide 
3-day sale 
Shop now for winter fashions for the entire family, items for your 
home, even holiday gifts. Hurry in for savings storewide. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday only!      e—————————————— 
t7 ** nl p 7 'i j -^■w.aan7 
w "!^i 
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ff   » 
w M 
H 
Br-vV-^ >' }JM 
20% off 
Entire stock misses coats. Wools. 
Qiana*. all weather, fake lurs and more 
Many lamous makers like London Fog. 
Sasson, more. 
Reg. $40-$300. sale S32-S240 
Coats (021/55/70/45/1581169/72) 
nows19 
Fur blend sweaters orig $30 $24 
Several styles  70% lambswool. 20% 
rabbit, 10% nylon Grey. aqua. gold, while 
pink S-M-L. 
Juniors (D635) 
save20% 
Boys' boot cut basic denim jeans. 
Tough shrink resistant cotton/polyeter 
Sizes 4-14 regular and slim, prep 25-30 
waist Reg $12-318. sale 9.60-14.40 
Boys (0677/72) 
sale 14.25 
Macy's own Orion' sweater. Reg $19 
Machine washable knit will keep its lit and 
shape Navy, blue bone, camel, red. grey, 
wme. yellow S-M-L-XL 
Mens Sweaters (0107) 
Pant-Her separates 
save 20% 
Wool blend styles in silver grey or plum 
Reg $32-$88, sale 25.80-70.40 
Young Collector (0168) 
Westport flannel separates 
1/3 off 
Blazers or skins in camel or grey 
Ong  $27 $80 sale 18.00-53.40 
Weslpo'l Sportswear (0660) 
Entire stock 14K gold 
40%off 
Chains, charms, pierced earrings 
Reg $13 $130 sale 7.80-78.00 
Pierced Jewelry (0629) 
Warm robes and sleepwear 
20%off 
Many fleece, brushed and nylon styles 
Reg $14 $45 sale 11.20-36.00 
Sleepwear (D64/288' 122) 
Calvin Klein jeans 
sale 22.40 
Girls 7-14 /eans. reg $28  100% cotton 
denim in western style Indigo blue 
Girls (D37) 
Haggar Naturals' separates 
20% Off 
100% polyester styles in lall shades 
Reg $23 $75 sale 18.40-60.00 
Mens Separates (0613) 
Farah washable wool slacks 
20%off 
Belted Brown or navy Sizes 32-38 med 
and long Reg 30 00 sale 24.00 
Mens Slacks (0195) 
Selected status denims 
20% off 
Junior styles from Jordache. Sasson. more 
Reg $40 $54 sale 32.00-43.20 
Perspective (D224) 
Phillippe leather handbags 
20% Off 
Entire stock Many styles and colors 
Reg $40 $100 sale 32.00-80.00 
Handbags (049) 
Men's jackets and vests 
25%-30% off 
Poplin, nyon bomber or vest styles 
S-M-L-XL Reg $40-580. sale S28-S60 
Men's Outerwear (D102) 
Sfcoe Mecy'i hi tee** Creee: MM., Than, t Fri. 
•■4S -1 - Taee., Wee. t Set. *>4S - 5:30. Seaaay 
Nee. t. 5. Macy'i civet CeUee Tea— arith $S macys 
am 
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Elsewhere. 
Polish leaders discuss crisis Day in review. 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Poland's 
three most powerful leaders met for 
more than two hours yesterday in a 
session that paved the way for new joint talks that could lead to a greater 
role for the church and Solidarity in 
solving the nation's crises, the state 
news agency said. 
Ben. Wojciech Jamzelski, Poland's 
Communist Party chief, along with 
prime minister and defense minister, 
Lech Walesa, head of the independent 
union Solidarity, and Archbishop 
Josef Glemp, Poland's Roman 
Catholic primate, met at a govern- 
ment guest house within sight of the 
Soviet Embassy. 
The Polish news agency PAP said 
the three leaders discussed Poland's 
current crisis situation and the 
"possibilities of creating a front of na- 
tional understanding, a permanent 
platform of dialogue and consultation 
of political and social forces on the 
ground of constitutional principles." 
THE AGENCY said the meeting 
was "considered to be useful and at 
the same time preparatory for further 
essential consultations." 
Neither Walesa nor Glemp would 
comment as they left the locked iron 
gates of the heavily guarded grest 
house next door to the Belvedere 
Palace, residence of Polish head of 
state Henryk Jablonski. 
Jaruzelski was not seen leaving the 
conference, the first of its kind since 
labor unrest in August 1980 launched 
Solidarity, the only independent labor 
federation in the Soviet Woe. 
BEFORE THE meeting, the Com- 
munist Party lashed out at what it 
called "suicide" strikes leading the 
nation to "economic collapse, and 
Walesa warned that the Poles would 
govern themselves if their demands 
were ignored. 
Hours before the conference, 
Walesa declared: 
"We'll meet, all three of us, and 
that will decide in which direction we 
go. If I win this, I've won everything." 
Haig urges B-1, MX support 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig Jr. told Con- 
gress yesterday that its support for 
MX missiles and B-1 bombers "will 
make or break" efforts to negotiate a 
new strategic arms treaty with the 
Soviets next year. 
At the same time, Haig disclosed 
there is a NATO contingency plan to 
fire a nuclear weapon "for 
demonstration purposes" should con- 
ventional war erupt in Europe. 
Haig told the Senate Foreign Rela- 
tions Committee that U.S.-Soviet 
talks for a new SALT treaty "can 
begin as early as next spring.' 
And he said Reagan's decision to 
deploy MX missiles and resurrect the 
B-1 bomber may worry the Soviets 
enough to make them willing for the 
first time to negotiate reduction of 
their   arsenal   of   nuclear   strike 
missiles. 
"B-1 and MX - and the degree of 
Congress' support for them - will 
make or break our attempt to 
negotiate a reasonable arms control 
agreement," Haig testified. 
But he said the new Strategic Arms 
Limitation Treaty talks can begin 
next spring only if the Soviets do not 
invade Poland or otherwise worsen 
relations between the two 
superpowers. 
Satellite sales shot down 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Stung by a burst of congres- 
sional criticism, the administration yesterday 
withdrew a plan to sell communications satellite 
equipment to an Arab consortium that includes Libya 
and the Palestine Liberation Organization. 
However, Secretary of State Alexander Haig Jr. in- 
dicated the administration may resubmit the plan. 
"We are withdrawing this proposal until we can study 
the issue further and consult," he told the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee. 
Under the terms of the proposed sale, Ford 
Aerospace and Communications Corp. would design, 
test and deliver certain unspecified satellite com- 
ponents to Aerospatiale de France for use in the Arab- 
Sat regional satellite communications system. 
By law, a license for the communications system 
sale would have gone through unless vetoed by both 
houses of Congress within 30 days. Notice of the sale 
was filed Oct. 30. 
Court upholds deadlines 
CINCINNATI (AP) - A federal appeals court upheld 
Ohio's filing deadlines for independent and partisan 
presidential candidates yesterday, rejecting claims 
6y former presidential candidate John Anderson that 
the system is unfair. 
The 6th VS. Circuit Court of Appeals said a March 
filing deadline for independents gives voters a chance 
to better acquaint themselves with the candidate's 
P
"It Uiittle enough to ask of a person seeking one of 
the most powerfuTand iniluentiai posts on earth that 
he make up his mind whether to run seven and one- 
half months before the election," the court said in 
upholding Ohio's filing system. lk,. 
John Anderson, who failed in an independent bid for 
the presidency last year, had challenged the state s fil- 
ing requirements to get on the state ballot. State of- 
ficials initially refused to put Anderson s name on the 
Ohio ballot last year because he did not flie before the 
March 20 deadline for independents. The major 
political parties don't have to name a candidate until 
after then- conventions. ....... ■ ., 
Theoretically, a party's candidate for the presiden- 
cy could get on the November ballot without filing in 
March. Anderson argued that the system was 
unconstitutional. 
Tenants' rights expand 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The Ohio Supreme Court 
reversed its stand in a landlord-renter case of last 
year and issued two decisions yesterday that expand 
the rights of tenants. ...,.,... 
The justices ruled that landlords may be held liable 
for injuries that occur as a result of their failure to 
make needed repairs to rental property. 
They also said landlords could be held liable for 
damages that are caused by independent workers who 
were negligent in making repairs. 
If you want to 
save 
-this 
is the weekend to do it 
And is the place. 
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE 
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE STOREWIDE BARGAINS 
Kinnspoinl AM/FM 
Cassette System 
AM/FM stereo receiver, auto 
phono., cats, recorder end 2 
spiers. (7252/415. Reg. $159. 
•116 
Save on Pioneer 
AM/FM Stereo Receiver 
20-walls per channel with no 
more than 0 04", THD. LED 
indicators »SX4 RegularS189. 
•149 
JBL4311WX3-Way 
Speaker System 
"Studio Monitor" speakers ml 
large 12" woofer, 1.4" tweeter. 
Walnut veneer. Reg. $299. 
EA. 
TDK DC 90 
Cassette Tapes 
Pack ol 2. 90-min. low noise 
cass. recording tapes Limit 6 
per cuatomer. Regular $3.79. 
•264O'FK2 
Sanyo AM/FM Stereo 
Cassette Recorder 
Portable stereo 2- built-in con- 
denser mica. Sleep timer. 
• M9902 Regular $89 88 
38 
Pioneer Belt-Drive 
Turntable Buy 
Auto, return and shut off. Antl- 
akatlng device. Slimline. 
Model PL2. Regular $99.88. 
•76 
AM/FM Car Stereo 
In 8-Track or Cassette 
Your choice: In-dash AM/FM 
In cue. or S-track models 
RY704/873. Regular $59.88. 
1 YOUR 
CHOICE 
t-T-VlaMHil 
Sanyo Metal Tape 
Cassette Deck 
DC servo motor. Sott touch 
controla. Dolby N.R. Auto 
•top. RDS20. Regular $119. 
Highland's Spectacular Weekend Sale. 
This Fri. and Sat. 10 to 9, Sunday 12 to 6 
1412 REYNOLDS RD. 
Vz Mile South of Ohio Turnpike (Exit 4) 
Maumee, Ohio 
Phone 891-0515 
Open Daily 10 to 9, Sunday 12 noon to 6 
ACROSS FROM BOB SCHIMDT CHEVROLET 
5 
eOfVmOHT IHI MIOMLUHD AFMIANCt COMHANV 
SPECIAL PIZZA PARTY 
GROUP BUFFET 
(10 or More People) 
ALL You Can Eat 
PIZZA-SALAD AND LARGE 
SOFT DRINK 
$3.50 . 
PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE 
MON, WED OR THUR EVENINGS 
ADVANCE RESERVATION REQUIRED 
Pizza inn 
1616 East Wooster 
Fall Fashion Clearance 
THURS. FRI. SAT. 
Blazers 
loos wool 
selected stylos 
40%-50% on 
Denim Skirls 
Entire Slock 
rai.l spilt 
25% Oft 
Corduroy 
Coordlnatos ■ 
BIMIIMM 
i 25%-40% Oil 
TWlll 
Cordinates 
rust only 
50% on 
Dresses 
■ Jumpers 
selects* styles 
25%-40%0ll 
Senators 
seltclM styles 
30%-50% on 
Jewelry 
EITIK STOCK 
EiriPis. ckalis. 
orocotols 
20% - 50% 
on 
Scarvos and 
Shawls 
Hit re stock 
20% 
-50% on 
sieoimar 
SOPICM 
RVlMOOKISl 
25% -50% 011 
other unadvertlsed specials 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
Tbt K. N«w» Nanaktr 5. IMI 7 
BUSCH, The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band. 
O «MiHI««ulch. Inc    SI Loo. Mo 
• TV K Nm NormWr 5. INI 
Sports 
Griffey to don 
Yank pinstripes 
NEW YORK (AP) - The New York 
Yankees picked up veteran outfielder 
Ken Griffey from the Cincinnati Reds 
yesterday in exchange for minor- 
league pitcher Brian Ryer and a 
player to be named later. 
Calling Griffey "a proven quantity, 
a great player and a gentleman," Lou 
Saban, president of the Yankees, in- 
troduced the new Yankee player to 
the media at Yankee Stadium. 
Griffey, who has a lifetime batting 
average of .307, comes to the Yankees 
after eight seasons with the National 
League team. Saban said, "An agree- 
ment in principle has been reached 
with Ken and his agent, Tom Reich." 
None of the parties involved would 
reveal the terms of the agreement, 
but Reich did admit it was a 
"multiyear" contract. He also said, 
"Griffey isn't with Cincinnati because 
last spring the Reds declined to make 
such an offer - a long-term contract 
with a guaranteed salary." 
Griffey, 31, wore a blue Yankee cap 
with the white New York insignia and 
held up one of the famed pinstriped 
shirts during the news conference. 
"I'm here to do the job they hired 
me to do - play the outfield. I play 
wherever the manaper puts me," said 
Griffey. 
'Cowboy' runs 
away with 
MAC honors 
Bowline Green's Bryant "Cowboy" 
Jones and linebacker Les Garrett of 
Western Michigan have been named 
the Mid-American Conference offen- 
sive and defensive players of the 
week. 
Jones, a junior tailback from 
Chicago, rushed for 212 yards on 46 
carries in BG's 13-7 win over Kent 
State, last weekend. 
Jones set a new BG record with his 
46 carries and the 212 yards was just 
five yards short of the school mark set 
by Paul Miles against Marshall in 
With last weekend's effort, the 5-8, 
178-pound "Cowboy" galloped into se- 
cond place in the MAC rushing race, 
with a 107.7 >ards per game average. 
He trails Miami's Greg Jones, who is 
the MAC leader with a 123.1 yards per 
game average. 
Despite gaining only eight yards in 
BG's season opener against Baylor 
and not playing the next week against 
Ohio University, Jones has already 
rushed for 754 yards this season. 
Jones has been over the 100-yard 
mark four times this year and has ran 
for 487 yards in his last three games. 
staff photo by Dale Omori 
Ron Zwierlein makes his dabul as Bowling Greens swim coach tomorrow night 
New coach splashes onto scene 
by Chuck Krumel 
News staff reporter 
Bowline Green's women's swim 
team will open its 1981-82 season 
this weekend when the Falcons 
host the BG swimming and diving 
relays beginning tomorrow even- 
ing at 7.00 p.m. at Cooper Pool. The 
relays will continue through Satur- 
day beginning at 10:30 a.m. 
The women begin their first 
season under head coach Ron 
Zwierlein as defending Mid- 
American Conference champions. 
However, some new faces will 
adorn the BG line-up. Gone from 
last season's 7-2 dual meet record 
are Debbie Dourlain, Liz Bohlman, 
Nancy Hinders and last year's all- 
Ohio senior and individual 
medalist, Cathy Bujorian. 
Nevertheless, the Falcons ap- 
pear to be the team to beat in the 
MAC this season. Miami and Ohio 
University are also expected to be 
strong. 
"We will definately be con- 
tenders in the MAC, although we 
will lack some depth, more so this 
year than we have in the past," 
Zwierlein said. "Cathy Bujorian 
undoubtedly will be sorely missed, 
but we will still have other quality 
swimmers, though, and are looking 
to   have   another   successful 
season." 
THE WOMEN SWIMMERS 
finished third in last year's state 
meet, won by Ohio State, after cap- 
turing the state title for seven con- 
secutive years. 
For the first time in 18 years, I 
i Bowling   Green's   men's   and j 
' women's swimming teams will 
be under the direction of a new 
I head coach. 
Ron Zwierlein, a former stan- I 
I dout diver for the Falcons dur- 
ing his undergraduate years at 
BG, replaced veteran coach 
Tom Stubbs, who retired from 
coaching in order to devote 
* more time to his responsibilities 
as BG's director of aquatic 
activities. 
Returning for the Falcons this 
season are seniors Lisa Mansfield, 
Lauri Nichols and Mary Jane Har- 
rison. Mansfield, a free-styler, was 
named the team's most improved 
swimmer in 1980-81. Nichols, who 
serves as team co-captain along 
with Harrison and Mansfield; 
received the Coaches Award in 
1980-81 and Harrison received an 
Ail-American Honorable Mention 
as a diver last season. 
Also returning are a pair of 
sophomores, Michelle Nielsen, who 
was a district and state qualifier as 
a diver and free-styler last season 
and Marcia Scodova, who received 
honorable-mention as an Ail- 
American in diving in 1980-81. 
"I THINK THE people that at- 
tend our meets this year are going 
to see some exciting swimming, 
Zwierlein said. "We had a pretty 
good turnout for the intra-squad 
meet and I hope we'll see more of 
the same during the season. There 
is a lot of competitive spirit on the 
team and that s always a key fac- 
tor in starting the season." 
The Falcons will also have two 
assistant coaches working with 
Zwierlein this season. Ralph Max- 
well and Don Luikart will assist 
Zwierlein when the men and 
women's teams are competing in 
meets in different locations. Chuck 
O'Brien will serve as the diving 
coach for each team. 
Among the MAC teams expected 
to participate in this weekend's 
meet are Northern Illinois, Ohio 
University, Western Michigan, 
Eastern Michigan, Central 
Michigan, Kent State and Ohio 
University. Other non-conference 
schools that will compete are 
Oakland University, Michigan and 
University of Cincinnati. 
staff photo by Dale Omori 
Bowling Green's swim team opens its 1981-82 season 
tomorrow evening at Cooper Pool with the BG swimming 
and diving relays. 
Thomas' return leads Falcon soccer resurgence 
Falcon sweeper Charlie Thomas takes a free kick in a game earlier this season 
slaf. photo by Dale Omori 
at Mickey Cochrane Field. 
by Tracy Collins 
News staff reporter 
If Bowling Green's soccer team had an award for Com- 
eback Player of the Year, Charlie Thomas would be a 
sure bet to win. 
It has been a banner season for the Falcons, who have 
recorded eight shutouts in their 10 victories entering to- 
day's final home game against Notre Dame at Mickey 
Cochrane Field, and one of the main reasons for that im- 
pressive record has been the comeback of Thomas, BG's 
sweeperback. 
1981 has been the year of the defense for Bowline 
Green's soccer team, as the Falcons have recorded eight 
shutouts in their 10 victories. One of the main reasons for 
that impressive record is the comeback of sweeperback 
Charlie Thomas. 
Thomas, a junior, has returned to the BG lineup after 
sitting out 1980 to concentrate on academics and personal 
problems. By rejoining the team, he has added a dimen- 
sion to the defense which was not there last year: a skill- 
ed, legitimate sweeper. 
"This is the first time I have ever played with a real 
sweeper, and it is unbelievable the difference it makes," 
Falcon goaltender Joe Koury said. Koury has set season 
and career shutout records this year, with Thomas' help. 
"He's really been a stabilizer for us on defense, " BG 
coach Gary Palmisano said. "He's been very consistent, 
and he has really been a leader for us." 
THOMAS HAS the physical credentials to be an 
outstanding defenseman. Standing at 6-4 and 175, he has 
the size to dominate high balls, and the stride to cover 
ground quickly. Surprisingly, the key to Thomas' im- 
Crovement through the season has been that he has now 
egun to take advantage of his height. 
,TI feel most comfortable when I can take time to col- 
lect the ball and make the play," he said. "I've gotten 
knocked out a few times going up for the head balls, so I 
was a ltttle apprehensive at the beginning of the year. I 
am playing harder now, and going for the head balls a lit- 
tle more. 
In becoming a more complete player, Thomas as been 
the outstanding sweeper on the field, outplaying those 
from teams such as Indiana, the top-ranked team in the 
nation, and Cleveland State, one of the top teams in the 
region. 
By playing so well. Thomas has silenced those who told 
him that a comeback would be too difficult, 
are competitive with the bigger schools. 
"If I keep maturing, andTstay healthy, I think there 
may be a chance for me to drafted. After this season. I 
will be pretty confident for next year. I would really like 
to go to a team where I can grow with them and get a 
chance to play. That would be much better than going to 
a good team and making one mistake in camp under 
pressure and being cut." 
If the latter were to happen, past experience would 
lead one to believe Charlie Thomas could come back, 
regardless of what others might tell him. 
ANYONE KNOWING Thomas' enthusiasm for soccer 
and his long background in the sport probably isn't sur- 
prised by his resurgence this season. 
Thomas was born 20 years ago in Heidelberg, West 
Germany. He plaved a variety of positions in junior soc- 
cer, starting as a back, midfielder and striker. He and his 
family moved to Ballston Spa, New York in 1976 and one 
Sear later, Thomas found his niche when he began play- 
IB sweeper. 
Moving to the United States, Thomas had to adjust to 
the American way of playing the game, but decided that 
he would pursue soccer here rather than returning to 
Europe after he graduates. 
"In Germany, they are very strong in the midfield," 
Thomas said. "The building of the attack is better, more 
organized, than here. But I wanted to stay here, and I 
wanted to develop with the game in the U.S. because its 
really booming. 
Concentrating on playing sweeper also meant that 
Thomas would have to be content with not scoring, 
something many egos find too hard to accept. Thomas 
has just one point to his credit this season, which came on 
an assist in a game against Wooster College. 
"I TELL MYSELF that the defense is just as important 
as scoring on offense," he said. "I have to be content with 
stopping a shot rather than putting one into the back of 
the net. I would much rather not score in a in a 1-0 win 
than see an 8-7 win in which I score. 
"I still feel like asking Palmo (Palmisano) to put me in 
at center striker for just ten minutes when we play a 
weaker team," Thomas added, laughing. 
As his play improves, thoughts of being drafted into the 
pros have begun entering Thomas' mind, he said, 
especially since a BG player has been drafted each of the 
last three years, with Dennis Mepham being picked in 
1979, and Dieter Wimmer (1980) and Jim House (1981) 
following. 
"Having our players being picked opens the door for 
more BG players to be drafted," Thomas said. "It shows 
that we are getting better, and closer to the bieeer 
schools. 
"If I keep maturing, and I stay healthy, I think there 
mav be a chance for me to drafted. After this season I 
will be pretty confident for next year. I would really like 
to go to a team where I can grow with them and get a 
chance to play. That would be much better than going to 
a good team and making one mistake in camp under 
pressure and being cut." 
If the latter were to happen, past experience would 
lead one to believe Charlie Thomas could come back 
regardless of what others might tell him. 
Living/Arts 
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Reversing   roles lightens load 
mivnniimiim iiBiiiimimiiinm 
landing a hand to assist in daily household chores 
is becoming a task that more and more husbands 
are getting involved in, much to the pleasure of 
their wives. 
Dr.   John   Merriam,   associate   professor   of 
Elitical science, has been helping his wife, 
ithleen, also an associate professor of political 
science, do the housework ever since they were 
married. 
She says he doesn't mind. 
"HE WAS very domestic," she said. "He was so- 
meone who had been on his own for awhile, was us- 
ed to housework and was willing to help. 
"As a matter of act, he taught me how to cook," 
she said. "The household is just not my priority. 
When they were first married she said it was a 
shock to her because she was not used to having any 
cleaning responsibilities. As a result, he did the 
housework. 
Her husband assumed the role of both 
housekeeper and partner. Though he just naturally 
picked things up, his tidiness was not always ac- 
SHE VIEWS her relationship with her husband 
today as one of teamwork. 
Both of them do the grocery shopping together, 
but John continues 10 keep the family house hold 
tasks in order. 
Their grown children do a lot of the housework to 
earn spending money, but John takes care of the 
laundry and furniture. 
"I think it bother j him sometimes," she said. "He 
does the laundry and he will point out that he is do- 
ing it with subtle reminders. He's very 
systematic." 
Contrary to Merriam's gratefulness in the help 
from her husband, Dr. Pat Remmingtom, assistant 
Srofessor in ethnic studies was turned off by her 
irst husband's housekeeping abilities. 
WHILE WORKING on a field study riding with 
the Atlanta police for a year, her husband stayed 
home to babysit their baby son Jesse. 
"My first husband was supportive and did a role 
reversal for the first six months," she said. "He 
was very liberated." 
Her resentment for her husband stemmed from 
7 think it bothers him sometimes. He does the laundry and he will 
point out that he is doing it with subtle reminders. He's very 
systematic.' 
- Kathleen Howard Merriam 
companied by cheerfulness, she said. 
"WE'D HAVE FIGHTS where he'd say 'you can't 
pick up' or something like that and Id get very 
upset. It wasn't thatldidn't like to do it, it's just 
that I didn't think about it." 
Finally she began getting used to the fact that it 
was her responsibility to help out and they shared 
various jobs. 
"I'd did most of the cooking and then we would 
divide up the cleaning. I'd do the polishing and he'd 
vacuum. We'd pick a day when we would clean fur- 
niture today, sweeping tomorrow. 
Merriam said her husband rarely complained 
about doing housework, but she believes, although 
he never admitted it, he got tired of doing it all the 
time. 
But, because he likes order, they continued to 
divide the housework. He got all the messy jobs like 
cleaning out the refrigerator and taking out the gar- 
bage. Best of all, she said, he always did the dishes. 
She said the detergent made the skin on her hands 
break out. 
her contact with the male policemen she rode with 
everyday. 
"I was programmed to the view that these 
Colicemen were the real men and then I'd come 
ome to Bob who was a full-time daddy. 
"I THINK I had resentment because he seemed 
so complacent in the role. I'd wanted this, but once I 
had had it, he just didn't fill my view of what a man 
should be even though I manipulated the situation." 
This was part of the reason why Remmingtom 
and her first husband were later divorced. 
Following the divorce, however, he continued to 
come over and babysit for her. 
Because her second husband works seven days a 
week and some evenings, his hours prevent him 
from doing anything domestic, including household 
tasks. She said she doesn't mind though. 
While working, her oldest son goes to school and 
her youngest stays home with a babysitter. 
She plays the role of both mother and 
housekeeper, but she enjoys spending time with her 
children, she said. 
Stories by 
Marie Cisterino 
Art by 
David Sigworth 
Women balance motherhood, careers 
Motherhood. For some women it's a 
full-time job. 
It's those daily rituals of making 
breakfast for the kids, sending hubby 
off to work, piling the kids in the car 
and driving them to school, coming 
home to household chores and gener- 
ally being on the go until everyone is 
fast asleep. 
But it's not all work. There's time to 
be with the family and watch the 
children grow up. For some, such a 
life is enough. Being a mother and 
housewife provides satisfaction and 
happiness. 
FOR OTHERS, motherhood is im- 
portant, but playing mommy gets 
worked around a career. 
Several successful University ca- 
reer women expressed the pleasures 
they receive in being mothers while 
fulfilling their dreams to be success- 
ful in the job market. 
Contrary to popular belief, juggling 
family life and a lob is possible with- 
out having an adverse affect on the 
children or husband. 
Dr. Pat Remmington, assistant pro- 
fessor of ethnic studies, shares her 
life with two young sons, Jesse, 6, and 
Brian, 2. Another baby is on the way. 
WITH AN UPBRINGING that 
stressed the importance of an educa- 
tion and career, children and family 
life were not a major part of her 
C" ns. Although she doesn't regard 
idea of being a housewife as 
anything negative, she could never 
imagine herself devoting all of her 
time to that task. 
Her first pregnancy came during 
her third year of graduate school. 
Although she had plans to start her 
PhD research the next September, 
which meant riding for a year with 
the Atlanta police department, she 
didn't panic. 
Her career came first,  she ex- 
elained, and while a child might be a 
onporary setback, her future plans 
were not hindered. 
"YOU HAVE PRIORITIES. I knew 
this is what I was going to do - it was 
my game plan," she said. "I have a 
philosophy that if you have a plan, 
other things will fall into place. If it 
becomes too complicated , you 
change your plan." 
With a great deal of added support 
from her husband who did most of the 
housework and babysitting after 
Jesse was bom, Remmington con- 
tinued her anthropological field work 
with the Atlanta police. 
At the time, plans were for her to 
get her degree that first year and 
afterwards to assume full-time 
mother position to allow her husband 
to get his. 
Leaving Jesse at home to go to work 
each day produced some mixed feel- 
ings, but not enough to discontinue 
her game plan. 
'. . . we live in a society 
where little girls are raised 
to be good mothers with 
time for the kids.' 
■■Dr. Pat Remmington 
"I HAD a certain amount of guilt as 
a mother who worked because we live 
in a society where little girls are 
raised to be good mothers with time 
for the kids.'r 
After seven months of marriage, 
however, Remmington and her hus- 
band were separated, but he contin- 
ued to babysit for awhile. 
Sometime later, it became nec- 
essary to hire a babysitter - a time 
when real fear developed as she took 
chances on sitters who replied to her 
advertisements in the Atlanta help 
wanted ads. 
"YOU WOULD NOT BELIEVE the 
weirdos vou get applying for a job," 
she said. "It's terrifying when you 
think of leaving your child with these 
people." 
She went through five babysitters 
with nothing but unhealthy results. 
The last one she found to be a thief. 
She caught the girl stealing her 
dresses and the girl s boyfriend trying 
to steal the gun she had to carry with 
her when she rode with the police. 
Following her second marriaee and 
a career move to the University, 
Remmington became pregnant again. 
RAISING TWO CHILDREN was 
not easy. Part of the problem, she 
explained, was the expense of child 
day care. She chose to hire babysit- 
ters instead. 
"Child care is terrible in this coun- 
try. When Brian was born I was 
spending $75 a week in child care, 
which is absolutely a horrible amount 
to spend. There should be some kind 
of assistance for working women." 
Remmington divided and often in- 
termingled her teaching and family 
time. 
FOLLOWING THE BIRTH OF 
BRIAN, which was the end of spring 
quarter 1979, she brought him to her 
class's final examination when he was 
only four days old. 
During the summer quarter, she 
left both children home with a baby- 
sitter. But because of her strong feel- 
ing for nursing, she would go home 
morning and afternoon to nurse 
Brian. 
"I really find for me as a career 
woman that nursing is an important 
bonding experience. If I had to be 
gone for seven or eight hours, the first 
Bung we would do is have this close 
experience - a way to build a parent- 
child tie." 
FEELINGS OF GUDL.T for leaving 
Brian with a babysitter today have 
subsided somewhat. Remmington 
said she is relieved to be able to hire 
reliable college students to babysit 
after putting up with the hassles in 
Atlanta. 
Insisting the babysitter work in her 
apartment instead of taking the chil- 
dren to a strange place makes her feel 
less guilty about being awa>. 
"I always have babysitters come to 
my apartment. When thev come to 
my apartment, the children have 
their own toys and own environ- 
ment." 
The worst feelings come after 
you've had a period of time together 
on a day-to-day basis, she said, recal- 
ling the second half of the last sum- 
mer session when she stayed at home 
to write her dissertation during the 
children's naps or when they were 
asleep at night. 
COMING HOME to the children 
after a day of work can sometimes be 
devastating, especially when a little 
quiet and relaxation is needed, she 
said. 
"The worst time in the world is 
when you walk in the door when 
you've been working all day. I'm 
assaulted and I'm just not ready for 
it. 'I want Juice,' 'This is what hap- 
pened in school.' I just need a few 
minutes for myself. 
However, if she had the chance to 
live her life a different way, she said 
she wouldn't change. Choosing to be 
both a mother and a career woman is 
a personal decision. 
It's an individual thing. For me I 
don't believe I would do it any other 
way. I wouldn't be happy as a full- 
time mother and I wouldn't be happy 
without children. 
"WHO'S TO SAY if mommy stays 
home all day and mommy and daddy 
are happilymarried that Junior will 
be a well-adjusted, happy individual? 
Part of that myth is perpetuated by a 
chauvanistic society. It s a guilt trip 
for women. 
"The important thing in raising a 
child is to give them a positive self- 
image. You can do that if you spend 
an hour with your children or IS 
hours. It's not the quantity of time 
spent, it's the quality." 
She described her steps to success- 
ful motherhood. 
"IT TAKES WORK. It takes moti- 
vation and it takes a little knowledge 
and a lot of love." 
Although Kathleen Howard-Mer- 
riam, associate professor of political 
science, has children that are almost 
adults, she still finds herself playing 
the role of mother to Heather, If, 
Christopher, 17 and Jennifer, 15. 
Her first three years as a mother 
were spent with her husband doing 
research in Egypt. During that time, 
caring for the children was not a 
continued on 11 
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Program offers teaching, day care 
by Scott Seek 
News staff reporter 
Youthful laughter echoes through 
the room. Children playfully share 
their toys with each other. University 
students read stories to enthusiastic 
little listeners. 
The University's Child Develop- 
ment Center is like an orderly indoor 
playground, with efficient onlookers 
watching the children. 
Gregory Anderson, instructor of 
Home Economics, pointed out that the 
center is not a day care center, but 
rather a nursery school. 
ANDERSON SAID the center is an 
appropriate service for persons who 
do not really need a full time service. 
The center takes in 14 children in 
the morning between the ages of two 
and a half and three years of age, and 
17 three and a half and four year olds 
in the afternoon. 
One reason the two age levels are 
kept separate, Anderson said, is 
because there really is a great age dif- 
ference between a four year old and a 
two year old. 
He said a four year old is twice as 
old as a two year old, so the programs 
have to be different. 
"SCHOOLS RARELY do this group- 
ing, but the difference is much 
greater in Pre-schoolers," he said. 
Sensory projects are done with the 
younger morning children, Anderson 
said. These include such projects as 
painting, working with clay and Play- 
Don, he said. 
"Really, young children are much 
more sensory oriented," Anderson 
said. "So we have sensory type 
programs. 
He said the older group of children 
have reached the age where they can 
do "representational art." 
He said these afternoon children 
are involved in projects "more to 
develop the interest than anything 
else," such as making up stories. 
ANDERSON SAID the majority of 
children are in day care homes rather 
than development centers, and he 
believes it all depends on the setting 
as to which is better for a child. He 
said much of it depends on the ratio. 
He explained in Ohio there is a law 
allowing for no more than a IS to 1 
ratio of adult supervisors to children. 
Anderson said the main purpose of 
the center is for teacner training, and 
he said the $100 per quarter fee the 
parents pay is less than most places. 
There are about 60 advanced prac- 
timum working at the center, Ander- 
son said, who are in the center for 
about 6 hours a week. 
He said the majority of the 20-30 
other students working on the center 
are planning to be pre-school teachers 
or are certified in kindergarten 
teaching. 
Raging bull from pig* 4 
She offered Jake a loving, learning 
chance and got only a ring to sym- 
bolize intentional destruction. 
She saw Jake's progressive insanity 
and steady insensitivity from the 
scene where Jake first laid eyes on 
her (the only scene in the film in col- 
or) to the very end where Jake's blood 
splashed onto her ring-side lap during 
his final fight. 
THEIR OPENING SCENE may 
have been bright and sunny, but ail 
their children, or the movie-goer for 
that matter, saw of the rest of their 
relationship were shades of black and 
grey-never pure white. 
Regardless of the cross nailed on 
the wall above their bed, or the one 
which hung from the frame of Joey 
and Jake's picture on the dresser on 
which they stood face to face with 
clenched fists, the only pure light the 
two saw was that from exploding 
flash bulbs-a light that bleached only 
temporarily and left nothing behind 
but a photograph of a bloody face. 
In a scene where the young couple 
was playing miniature golf, putting a 
ball under a miniature church. 
Linda's ball disappeared. "What does 
that mean?" "It means," answered 
Jake, "the game is over." 
Indeed it was over before started. 
From then on, Jake's jealousies grew 
to the peak of absolute paranoia-a 
state which connected love and hate 
with a line so dark and so violent they 
could never have even begun to erase 
it. 
SIMILARLY, Jake's fights never 
brought up the question of winners 
and losers. They were sacrifices from 
which the audience was to benefit, 
Jake, his friends, his family and his 
wife might as well have been hung 
from a tree- or a cross I suppose. 
The purpose behind these sacrifices 
was unclear to the very end where 
Jake's ring became brick walls and 
ceiling in lieu of a square of ropes. 
Jake punched with his fists, pound- 
ed with his head and cried, T'Why, 
why, why!?!" From the opening 
scene where his downstairs neighbor 
screamed in response to a loud quar- 
rel between Jake and Linda, "Jake, 
your're an animal," through those 
where he entered the ring with his 
leopard-spotted fight robe, to his clos- 
ing teary-eyed tantrum in which he 
bellowed to the ears of no one, "I am 
not an animal," he answered the 
questions "why". 
Yes, Jake was an animal, and in the 
black and white ring of his entire 
world, so were any others. 
So are many of us. 
«UH photo by Al Fuchs 
St. Thomas Mora University Chapel will present   'Godspell" Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at 8 p.m. 
"Godspell" is a religious musical ol Jasus Christ, teaching Matthew's gospel to the crowds. Starring In the role 
of Jesus Christ is John Husb ands, a University MIS major. Other characters In the play are University students 
Beth Henshaw, Matt Has, Jonl Jacobs, Julie Miars, Richard Montefiore, Sarah Morse, John Perella and University 
alumnus Joe Gunderman. It is directed by Tom Gorman and Michelle Bednarchek. 
The play contains many popular songs including "Day by Day" and "All Good Gifts." Accompanists for the 
musical selections are: Janine Fourman and LouAnn Yackley, piano; Dana White, guitar; Steve Shlninger, drums; 
and Ron Kniesler, bass. 
The play is free end open, although donations are welcome. Profits will go for new music books for the parish. 
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SIDEDOOR ENTERTAINMENT J 
PRESENTS 
t Stacy Mitchhart and Ken Cowden 
Tonight and Tomorrow 
8-llp.m. $1.00 
Sidedoor, Union 
Help Us Welcome Them Back To Campus 
POETRY, FICTION, ARTWORK 
NOW BEING ACCEPTED 
for Spring Publication of 
PRAIRIE MARGINS 
undergraduate literary magazine submissions 
should be placed in the Prairie Margins 
mailbox in 200 University Hall. 
Deadline for Submissions: Feb. 15. 
CONCERT TONIGHT !!! 
BGSU Jazz Symposium '81 
FINAL CONCERT!! 
featuring 
Artist-in-Residence 
ANDREW WHITE 
dlhl 
RUFUS REID 
with 
Fred Hamilton and Randy Gelispie 
rhursday, Novcmbei 5.1°8I 
8:00 p.m., KOBACKliR HA1 1 
Moore Musical Ails t ana 
Presented by iheHCiSl  Minority I -'acuity PIOJSHMH 
CONVERSE 
HI AND LOW TOPS      15 % OFF 
JACLAR 
HI AND LOW 15% OFF 
BROOKS 
RUNNING SHOES ALL STYI FS 
TENNIS RACQUETS AND 
WARM-UP SUITS      25% OFF 
SWEAT PANTS AND HOODED 
SWEATSHIRTS      20% OFF 
BASKETBALLS AND FOOTBALLS 
         40% OFF 
LADIES SWIMSUITS      70% OFF 
6000 THRU MOV. M 
LOCKER ROOM 
112 S. MAIN 
The Great American Classic 
is 
•Dine in Or Take Out 
•Orders Ready in 20 Minutes 
• Famous Original Thin Crust 
• Great Sicilian Topper • salad Bar 
> Sandwiches • Beverages 
mimmfrwm. Au> am pint luge or medium vtt Original 
Ttitn CniB or Stolon Topper pioa and «rt the nrt imalkrr 
ante *rtr pizza win equal number of toppmp Fnr 
Proem the coupon wilh gum check Not valid »wh am 
other ofrr 
fcipiration daw 
Expires 11-18-81, B.Q. 
mm     Etzzainn 
j »3M>. mjmm •iJOO^ff. Hu>an, Onprul 
■ Thin I nm or Sicilian Topper pun andt/l l\00all i 
I rjant U 00 off a lame or II Mof a MdHim ue puu 
g Proem trm coupon with jcueu chert Sen *aM •* art* 
g other offer 
g Kiparabon dale ^ 
EXPIRES 11-9-81 ,R.G.  ^S 
L.     PLzzainn! 
1616E.WoosterSt. 352-4657 
■eo« 
POLLING PLACES FOR THE STUDENT 
BODY CONSTITUTION REFERENDUM 
Vote   TODAY   at the following 
places: 
1 (First floor University Union by the 
information desk 
9:00A.M.-5:OOP.M. 
2)Moseley by the Off-Campus mailboxes 
9:00A.M.-5:00P.M. 
3)Student Services Forum 
9:O0A.M.5:OOP.M. 
4)librory (first floor) 
6:30P.M.-10:30P.M. 
5)Math-Sclence Building (first floor hallway) 
9:00A.M.-5:00P.M. 
6)Business Admin.Building (first floor lobby) 
9:00A.M.-5:00P.M. 
7)Education Building 
9:00A.M. 5:00P.M. 
si 
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Woman seeks solution 
for roommate's 
drinking problem 
Role reversal *•"-" 
Tb. BG Newi No»M*er 5. 1*1 II 
Dear Dr. WeU-Be, 
I'm afraid my roommate may have 
a drinking problem. She only goes out 
on the weekenda, bat she needs a few 
drinks before bed or if she gets up- 
tight. I don't know if It is my business 
or not, but I hate to see her five for the 
weekends. 
Signed, 
Afraid to Interfere 
Dear Afraid, 
Talk to your roommate and tell her 
your view of the situation. If she 
doesn't see her drinking as a problem, 
then there is not much you can do. 
However, if a problem does exist, 
your concern may help your room- 
mate to realize that she needs help to 
control her drinking. In any case, you 
will have to deal with the effects this 
will have on your relationship. 
There are organizations that can 
help you to deal with your room- 
mate's problem. Al-A-Non is an 
organization that helps friends and 
relatives of problem drinkers identify 
and adjust to the situation. There are 
also many informational organiza- 
tions, such as the Wood County Coun- 
cil on Alcoholism, or counseling ser- 
vices that can help you and your 
roommate. 
Although every situation has its in- 
dividual needs, being open and honest 
toward your roommate, in a caring 
way, is the most important way that 
Dear Dr. WeU-Be, 
I am considering the pill as a form 
of birth control. However, I have 
heard people criticize this method 
because it may cause cancer, heart 
disease, etc. Recently It seems that 
everything we eat, drink or do causes 
cancer or some other terrible side ef- 
fect. Are these stories true? 
Signed, 
Concerned for the truth 
Dear Concerned. 
In theory, the birth control pill is 99 
percent effective. However, since all 
women are not the same physically or 
emotionally, the effectiveness of the 
pill varies. Side effects vary too; 
some women can take the pill without 
experiencing any, and others are 
bothered by dizziness, nausea, fatigue 
or even acne. 
There are also other serious side ef- 
fects, such as abnormal clotting of the 
blood, stroke, diabetes, hypertension 
and obesity, that have been linked to 
the pill's use in a small percentage of 
women. If you are considering the 
pill, it is best to check with a 
reputable doctor. Research the dif- 
ferent birth control methods first, 
then decide. Feel free to ask your doc- 
tor any questions you might have, 
after all, you have a right to know and 
understand every aspect of the pill, 
and how it many react to your body 
chemistry. 
major concern because they hired a 
live-in nannv who "lightened the load 
considerably," she said. 
When the nanny was sent on vaca- 
tion in the summer, they would switch 
days going into Cairo to work. 
AFTER COMING TO BOWLING 
GREEN, Merriam and her husband, 
John, who is also an associate profes- 
sor of political science, would take 
turns watching the children while the 
other would go to the library and 
classes. For this reason, a babysitter 
was rarely needed and the children 
usually had one parent with them. 
Because the children were small, it 
was easy to schedule classes so one of 
them could be home if necessary in 
the morning or afternoon, she said. 
Eventually, the two older children 
were sent to nursery school and the 
Cingest was sent to a woman across 
street who babysat children dur- 
ing the day. 
SHE BELIEVES enough attention 
was given to her children during their 
early years, regardless of their busy 
schedules. The only time she felt she 
was neglectful was during her son's 
adolescence when she went away to 
Egypt for four months. 
A crucial period is the adolescence 
and that's when I tried to spend more 
time with the children. It was then 
when I was off to Egypt doing my 
research. I feel that it can sometimes 
be a strain on a parent." 
Time was well spent with her chil- 
dren, she said. Her career rarely kept 
her from doing the things associated 
with mothering. 
"We were always home in the af- 
ternoons. I've always put them to bed, 
fed them and worked with them. Our 
situation is fortunate in a way. It 
wasn't a nine-to- five job." 
SHE ADMITTED, however, that 
she is more involved on campus now 
than when the children were younger. 
She believes motherhood can often 
be a sacrifice. 
"In the summer of '87 when we got 
back from Egypt, I went along with 
the idea that my husband should go to 
Boston to work on his thesis. I stayed 
home with the kids and I was ex- 
hausted." 
Never has she resented having chil- 
dren. 
"I CANT SAY that I resent them, 
because I really enjoy them now and I 
always did enjoy watching them 
grow. When they were bom I was 
really proud of them. They didn't 
prevent me from doing anything ex- 
cept delaying my dissertation or ca- 
reer somewhat. If I hadn't had them, I 
might have gotten my career done 
early. Who knows?" 
you can help her. 
All answers have been researched by The Well peer counselors. 
If you have questions for Dr. WeU-Be, write, drop in, or call 
The Well at 2-0302,2nd floor University Health Center. 
sponsers 
A Post-Balloting Mixer 
Friday, Nov. 5 
Salutes Poll Workers, 
Steering Committe, Elections and 
Opinion Board Members 
:*■  i m 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME! 
Happy Hour Prices: 3-5p.m. 
Stale Al Woosler 
Thank You For Your support 
PATRICK NG 
FREE 
MONOGRAMMING 
NOV.5,6,& 7th 
SHOP NOW FOR X-MAS! 
• SHETLAND SWEATERS 
• ROBES 
• DICKIES tjrjj|r 
353-9802 LOBBY 
Siena Heights College 
Adrian Michigan 
presents 
**T/ie Look 
Sat. Nov. 7,1981 8 pm 
Siena Activities Center 
$8.50 reserved $7.50 general 
* Tickets avallalba at door and at 
Boogie Racorda and Haad Shads In Tolado 
k«h< -■*< 
353-8735 
12 TV N Newi N 5, Itfl 
The B.G. News is accepting Managing editor   graphic artist   Applications are available 
applications for the positions of:   assistant editor     reporters at the BG News Office 
features editor  106 University Hall.  
Classifieds. 
•■- CITY EVCNTl 
•OUAftt DANCE 
Fn   NO*  6 GdMWoomBll  pm 
CLEAR CREEK BANO Ada. 12 00 
Sprjnaorad Oy BGSJJ 4 M Club 
LOST a FOUND 
Found-gray 1 «W WKAMM* marking* 
FIM coaat aflacftad   CM 37? 3733 or 
352 7339 
WftVKtt OfFERCO 
CM 1-41*-2«1»131  anvtlma 
Haartaaalot Toledo  
EXPERT TYPING 
REASONABLE RATES 
352 7305  
FrM rouflna aynacologicai can lo* ona 
yaar lor woman ■*■) are wsfcng lo par 
ac-pate *. »ludy comparing tipanmantal 
conttacapttva sponge wth cMphragm Foi 
more rtormaoon cat Toledo Medical Ser 
*oaa   243 3179  
ABORTIONS 
ApfMtmmerm made 7 daya. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-4O0-1II-0S75 
TYPING SERVICES lor a* tycws ol papera al 
reaaonabM fares Alao otter Proleu«»nal 
Job COunaefcng Returnee MaAnga elc 
Cat 352 396'  
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
t am i 10 p.m. 
i aooaje-aoje 
PERSONALS 
STAR TREK BLOOPER SHOW 
210 MATH SCIENCE 
• JO A 10 10 
ATTENTION GRADUATES 
Reaume Supreme full Service 
Call now 3J7-J3U. 
I SWOTS 
T-SHIRTS 
T^N*TS 
Culrom   screen pr-nted i-siwta   a   sport 
swear   lor   your   group   or   orgarwetion 
Unreel pr<c«i Faatetl delivery   Cafl Tan 
353 7QI l 
The Jewelry Box ra buymg goU a atMr 
Tuea Fn    10 5    Now   open   SaturOeya 
12 5   133 W Wooaler  
SINGLE' UNATTACHED? There are efcgrble 
men A women on campua A oH the! are 
■eercreng lor   mtimele letolonantpa   You 
can meet them tnru aubacnbmg lo the mon- 
thly pubecahon ol THE DATING CERVICES 
CLASSIFIED JOURNAL    For   your copy 
•and S5 lo   DATING SERVICES   PO BOX 
3097    CINCINNATI   OHIO   45201    So 
meone 9 wasting tor you111 ACT NOW" 
Now Open1 Tie Game Room 248 N Mam 
Video games tooaoe* proe* a pool 
STAR TREK BLOOPER SHOW 
210 HATH SCIENCE 
■» A 10:30. ^ 
CHtt-OtmjHQA a COMTNQII  
SEWORS-THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE 
TO QET YOUR PORTRAIT IN THE tM2 
YEARBOOK,   THE   KEY"   CALL   TODAY 
FOR APPT   372-OOM  
THE ARRANGEMENT nail dealers 
wlcomea Doth ladies and genaemen to a 
retoimg   manicure   and   hand' meaaage 
352 4143 am] 352 41Q1  
Mancunng once considered a Kiiury lor 
the lew ia now available at THE ARRANGE 
MENT     witn-p    reach    ol     your    budget 
IS.'   4)ut   ,n.1   )',.'   4 14.1  
FOSTERS' 
POSTERS' 
POSTERS* 
ALL POSTERS II 50 
SBX   530 E   W0OSTEH  
F GRADUATE STUDENT LOOKING FOR A 
PLACE TO LIVE WTfl & SPR OTRS 
PREFFRABlY OWN ROOM OR SHARE 
WITH 1 PERSON IF INTERESTED PLEASE 
HAI L KAThY AT 3*>2 St-21  
HURRY AND 0N08R TOUR IBM YfAH- 
BOOK. THE KEY   PRICE GOES UP SOON 
CALL 372-OOW.  
STAR TREK BLOOPER SHOW 
210 HATH SCIENCE 
I 30 a 10 30 
Gammers &   the-   dales    Saturday a   the 
rughi-are you ready for me wedeat wedtUng 
BG haa ever seen? 
STAR TRER BLOOPER SHOW 
21B HATH SCIENCE 
I 30 A 10:30 
To me Alpha Phi's who helped wflh the 
Wood-end Hate ween Paity-tnanKa lor malt 
mg « a apeael evening lof eome very 
apecral people1 Your time a ettort WM ap 
preoeted' Special Ihanhs to Frank Boenmrr 
1   Kary Alaburda lor   metr contnbuhona1 
SrwO" Karraa & r*er proud a-sler* 
CAREER FORUM WEEK 
NOVEMBER 11. 12. 13 
DON'T HISS mm  
Bud Verier Congratuletiona on your 
engagement lo Wendy Beat ol luc" to both 
ol you Your Srq Ep Brother*,. 
Uffle Carol Hope you enjoyed me hunt' Gel 
ready lor a great year *i Delta Zela 
Welcome io the best lamey in the house' 
Lo.e ,o 6-g Janet 
To the OeFranco Family Ronny Emeal. 
Skoo Dno Janel a Kathy Thanks lor a tun 
lootbali aeaao"'" We « gel em neit bme'" 
Jennre Jovan It s lonely without you We 
mew your smeng lace among ua' L a L 
■   ■■■     "i"l.--   '■   ■><:•". 
HEY ALPHA SK3 PLEDGES' 
Of you 15   we re really proud   You know 
your atutl you re paycned & kud1 So keep 
that Alpha Srg spirit high a watch as the 
great   Ptvoenu   fees'   KEEP   IT   UP   BIG 
CAESAR 
FaKon Ftf Flea Market 
Not 7 a B Bam to 6pm 
Ooyt Perry Sladiim 
To b>g Cathfeen   Congratulations 
.Khve' L A L   Little Kathy 
ATTENTION GRADUATES 
Reaume Supreme-* JII Service 
NO worry haa care Whan we style rt we 
style rt lor your image We teach you ma 
technrouee to mamiam it al home THE AR- 
RANGEMENT 3524143C352 4101 
CONGRATULATIONS PEGGY OBLOY S 
JEFF SCM.Rfl.PA ON YOUR DELTA GAM 
MA  a   SIGMA  CHI   LAVAUERtNG    LOVE 
YOUR PLEDGE BISTERS  
SENtORS-TMB IB YOUR LAST CHANCE 
TO GET  YOUR PORTRAIT IN  THE  1M2 
YEARBOOK. THE KEVIH CALL   TODAY 
FOR APPT   372-OQW. 
More11 ajat want lo Ht you know thai l m so 
gud you atp my kfa Love. M— Keaa 
Rac Club Hlier' AH Rec Ha|ora and In- 
terested atudenta meet at Longbranch 
Frf. Nov. I. from ft.30-a.00   Join ua lor a 
RtgW 1 orsty recreetlonl 
LOST Yogi Bear Watch SennmenuB Value 
CaMTrac, .t .' ^1')0 
Jamra and Dana Welcome into our tamaySo 
proud lo have such a great addition to our 
growing (amity QZ Lovo Ann. Lisa > Batty 
Dtume-think we can   hang on   W Spmg 
SraaK '62r> Hanyngly Prumt  
Chrpper 1 Kaye its been a great 10 
weeks Thank* tor al your hew L a L Your 
FMai Pledge Oaaa 
The Tanrsng Center at Harr Uriamrted 143 
W Wooaler Plan ahead lor that wnlei tup 
SUE LEHMAN Welcome to the tamey* It a 
gomg lo be a great quarter with our lantaahc 
family1 DZ Love   Big Marine        
Katrv M»e> Were you surpneed'1' You re a 
pertect addition to the faftwy 02 Love Your 
B-gLori 
THERESA GUELLA   I m ao proud to have 
you aa my kttle1 Look forward lo a auper 
year' 01 Love Bulchie 
ATTENTION 0RADUATES 
Resume Supreme-Full Senrke 
Call Now 352-5204 
Ron CoatesHappy 2i*t   Does thra mean 
you re tinafy a man' We'I have to see' 
Low*.   Mutt and Jail   akaa Mtcrmto and Juii 
JOE You're   the   greeiest   brother   «   me 
world dont know what Id do without you 
Love Always Michele 
Joe Delt(MT) The weekend a near so lets 
hear a <Tai Longhom) chaar The aurpnaM 
are yours with many in store   So At G 
Spud P Carv* D. t S   BaniC    S Cool R 
■ay get psyched 1« your weekend B I 
ATTENTION GRADUATES 
Resume Supreme-Full Service 
Call now 352-5204. 
STAR TREK BLOOPER SHOW 
210 HATH SCIENCE 
■ 30 a 10 30 
ATTENTION GRADUATES 
Resume Supreme-Full Service 
Call now 352-5204 
WANTED 
t F rmt non-smoker to share ' bad apt 
Si 35 uW eKlud CeAeveni   354 1364 
1 F rmte wanted winter & sprmg Low rent 
Aa uteS paid lor but etet   3&4-i_g64_^ 
F rmte wanted to sublet apt wwMer a apr- 
ng Quarters Great Ocahon' Deactty bahmd 
SamB a 121 Stale St S140   mo A ekK 
Ca»352 679B  
SuWet aMklency Available Dec. 21 AH 
LMHIIlei paid 1150 mo. CaH 352-2704 or 
354-1313.  
1 F roommate needed Nee 2 bedroom 2 
bathroom rurrwtned apt   ne»t to campua 
Available   lor    immediate   occupancy 
November    rant   pard     Call   Martha    al 
352-173B 
RoRng Stonaa tickets tor Detroit, w* pay 
S25 par ticket   Per   352 4176 
1  OR 2  FEMALES I MALES NEEDED TO 
SHARE HOUSE FOR WINTER AND SPR 
ING QRTS   3 UN   WALK TO CAMPUS 
$87    4    UTIL      MONTH     CALL    BETSY 
352 5016 
1  or 2 F   Rmtes   for Winter a Sprmg Otr 
Furn     Apt    S3IB   Qtr    A   ektc    CaA 
352-2260 attar 5 pm 
1   F    RMTE    FOR  WINTER   AND  SPRING 
QTR    OFF CAMPUS APT .  BRANO NEW 
BEHrNDOFFENHAUEH   CALL 352 2443 
F   rmle   lo< Wtr   I Spr   Olra   B02 Suth St 
Ca* 354  1904 
HELP WANTED 
Pan Bme ovecl care atda al rasrdantial 
facAties lot mentaty retarded adults Must 
be H S graduate and have pravoua work 
experience Pteaae eppty al Wood Lane 
Hesidential Services 11160 Gypsy Lane 
Bowknu Green 8 4 30 weekdays EEO 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer I year round 
Eurpoe S Amer . Auabaaa. Asa Al hetrje 
$50081200 monlhry Srghtsaang Free 
into Wnte DC Bo» 52-OH3 Corona Dal 
Mar Ca 92B2S 
Strong male needed tor heavy kthng work 
on Tues and Fn trom 1 lo 4 Apply Up- 
IQwn' 
Suba needed lo work *i sheltered work 
shop with menially retarded adults Days 
vary Contact Don Vlum WoorJand In 
dusttiea 352 5115 
FOR SALE 
?t1SO0hCkenioNov 7Bob0ytsnc 
carl m Ann Arbor Cash 352 9224 
MUST SELL BY FRIDAY: 1973 Datftun 240 
Z. dean uat pamtad 87.000 m 'ecwM, 
AM-FM.    runt    groat'     Must    Se*l 
8275Qbesl   i 422 2884 anytime  
Miniature   Daschunde    AKC 
$150 200 pre^w now" Can hold  M X- 
mas C—fJanrti 362 0151 eit 237 
COIN-OPERATED   COMMERCIAL 
FOOSBALL MACHINES MrNT CONOinON 
CALL MRS   BROWN  1  ^ 36  3566  
FOR RENT  
Suba) erne We* Otr   $ 150 or beat orNK 
Cat M«e or Cruirtes   :\->? 1948  
Large party room lor rant Phone 352 B378 
or 352 7561  
HELP' 2 bdrm turn apt Wtr a Spr Q«s 
707SmthSt Can M or Ruaaat 372-5335 
4 bdrm turn house tor 4 students $300 
"X) pluiutd 352 74S4 betOf noon 
1 large bdrm apt Sublet lor Wtr Ob $160 
mo 1 uH Furn 1 btk horn campus 
353 2471 
CAR 8 FURNITURE 
UPHOLSTERY 
furniture repair woik 
convertible tops replacement 
...and many other services 
over 50 years ol quality service 
Hoffsis Top Upholstery 
12990 S.Main 
M-F 7:30o.m.-5:00p.m. 
SAT 8:00o."i    l '   i    i    
SC% 
u^^nerica 
Professional 
photography 
is more than 
an art. 
SQUARE       DANCE 
f\ttX-*'«;   -'FRIDAY 
Yj/" NOV 6 
t     Clear  I'rr.k 
Band 
U>MlMiMiiM 
•^    » " SPI.NBIIKEI) BY: 
'\^    B<iSt4-HCLtB 
»500. WOULD YOU STUFF 
800 ENVEI.OPES FOR $500? 
$500. 
IK**r1gM$50<>iO' VultfajBOO'-- 
lo< cm *i»ro meo~e «o hHp 00«* »■• 
to—it. rjnd yovm* «o uy on "9 prog>o-i 
fn-"p   I .CH. OlP loc—rg 
t"e" you owt i< to your 
*S one ol our marfflrt you rcSo* me •. -npt* •«itrucror>i outlined M ou' progrom lor prohti 
o» hurdredr, cJ W*<i do    »CK V»p*. WuM enrflopes (the Toe ,o« w^M   the -"ore you 
^•n done lor you   NO f * 
PEBifNCE 'SNHDtD   Ji*.i .Ml INJ en^k*e* e^i. '■* --ooey ■« ^.i 
moilboi e^y ***■ , MO- -Sucrfl 1"ot depend* aMtravf on »OL   Yen, pc' ■■ »hf hour* ol 
your (ho*«. .n thf comlWolrOMr hoi-«e    even yo. J- ■**   We oiler o 
»o—pieip prog-oi o«d itvelco"* i"e oppuriun*, io hove you ic~n out (eon on o-»e ol cv 
• ■ -eve- the-* .*a ."■a" I* «5 (eg.*iro'>o" *et <obatomeo mO'ler tn CK.' u.\a-o 
r>Or> to (Over   tOlrl .'.Ol«d 
Make check, money order, cash to:      The Frazier Co. 
1021 N. Main St. 
Findlay, OH 45840 
SUte: Zip: 
Name: 
Address: 
Qty: 
) Enclose $1.00 for 1st class mail 
When it comes to getting 
o job m professional photog- 
raphy, creativity isn't enough 
You also need strong techni- 
cal ana practical skills 
That's why. at the Ohio 
institute of Photography all 
our instructors are profes- 
sional photographers so 
you" graduate thinking like 
a professional 
op .v .  '     ".-  r     .      (1 Dotpt B rC?«I(laai«« DCMc^ 0»»o4M15 
THE 
COPT SHOP 
PRINTING ft 
TYPING SERVICES 
■^i 
-RESUMES 
•DATA SHFETS 
•FLYERS   & 
POSTERS 
•BUSINESS 
CARDS 
•RESEARCH 
PAPERS 
'WEDDING 
INVITATIONS 
•THESIS   "FORMS 
Hours: 
Mon -Fn  9 30-5 30 
Sal  930-12:00 
352-4068 
117% E. Court 
AFS/KRIKET • AIWA • ALPINE • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BOSE 
GIANT INovEivibER 
WAREHOUSE SAIE 
' • DISCWASHER • ELECTROVOICE 
This is your chance 
to save plenty on name 
brand audio equipment. | 
If you*re buying • 
your first stereo 2 
or upgrading, 5 
now is the time! E 
FUJI • GRADO • HARMON KARDON • IN 
fldnioiMeo? 
KonnfFllOO 
withrc 1 r. 
Autoreiurn. bell- 
drive turntable 
with cartridge 
Was $159.00 
Save 
•60.00 99.00 
harman kardon 
Harmon Kardon S70i 
45 watt per channel     I 
ultrawide linear phase I- ^-''  ■>■>-- 
stereo receiver. 
Performance pluj! Waf $399 QQ 
Save 
•30.00 '369.00 
audio-technica 
AJ 
REClS'ON      INTEQRITV 
Audio Technica 
AT-10S 
Dual-magnet stereo 
cartridge  Great price! 
Was $50.00 
Save 
•32.12 
$17.88 
AllSOP AHtopOeanen Beta and VHS video 
also audio cassette 
head cleaner 
FINITY • JVC • LINN   SONDEK •  MCINTOSH •  MAXELL  • NAKAMICHI •    PIONEER 
Audio $4.49 
Video $18.99 
Nakamichi 
NaluainicM40O 
A true state-of-the-art 
cassette deck now very 
affordable Comes in 
silver or black. 
'100.00 
OFF! 
. 
discwasher 
Dncv.aO.er Fluid 
Keep your valuable 
record collection like 
new with this liquid 
protection! 
IOZ.M.99 
6oz.'6.99 
16oz.»11.99 
.« 
©TDK 
TDKSA-C90 
Top quality hi-bus 
cassette tape 
Great price! 
Wai$7.40 
Save *4.41 *2.99 
Audio Control S20-I 
5 band graphic equalizer Improves the 
soundolanysystem!     ^J^QO 
Save 
♦25.00 
$104.00 
SOUND ASSOCIATES 
SPEAKERS 
Infinity 1.5 
Bose601S-1 
Synergistics S-70 
Infinity 2.5 
Electrovoice 55 
Infinity 1500 
Infinity 3000P 
TURNTABLES 
Sony PST-33 
Sony PSX-65 
Sony PSX-45 
Technics SL-B202 
JVC L-A21 
RECEIVERS 
Yamaha CR-2040 
Pioneer SX-3700 
Sony STR-V55 
Sony STR-V45 
NOW 
359.00 
299.00 
329.00 
925.00 
115.00 
99.00 
199.00 
139.00 
319.00 
159.00 
99.00 
89.00 
688.00 
214.00 
399.00 
349.00 
SAVE 
81.00 
83.00 
146.00 
125.00 
80.00 
50.00 
100.00 
36.00 
91.00 
41.00 
36.00 
21.00 
172.00 
161.00 
141.00 
81.00 
STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS 
CARTRIDGES NOW SAVE 
Signet TK5E 85.00 23% 
Audio Technica ST400 27.00 5S% 
Audio Technica ST800 37.00 59% 
OrtofonFF-15XE 24.00 60% 
GradoCF3et 35.00 20.00 
CradoCfl 55.00 25.00 
INT. AMPS 
Yamaha A-450 
Yamaha A-550 
Yamaha A-1 
Pioneer SA-8800 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Sony Walkman 1 
Sony Walkman 2 
Sony FM Walkman 
Sony CFS-45 
155.00 40.00 
199.00 66.00 
484.00 146.00 
275.00 275.00 
79.95 20.00 
134.95 45.00 
69.95 20.00 
119.00 20.95 
Not a complete Brt Car ttereot plus many other items drastically reduced!!! 
SONY. 
SonyOSM 
AM/FM stereo cassette- 
corder. 2-way 4 speakei 
system. If s portable1 
Was $259.95 
Save 
♦40.00 
$219.95 
AIWA 
Ah*a20My 
7 watt AMTM stereo 
car cassette player 
Was $190.00' 
Save 
*50.05 
.p.— q 
139.95 
Alpine W02 
4 x 10" 3-vvay speaker 
system. 20 oz. magnet. 
Home stereo sound for. 
your car! 
Was 89.95 pr. 
Ulkllllli 
Save 
'25.00 
$64.95 pr. 
OYAMAHA 
Yamaha NM 
2-way speaker system 
has 8" woofer and a 
soft dome tweeter. 
Was $110.00 
Save 
•30.05 79.95 
MPIOIMCEIER 
Pioneer CTF-S5S 
Front loading Dolby 
cassette deck 
Was $225.00 
Save 
•86.00 $1 39.00 
Better sound through research. 
lose 550 
40 watts per channel 
makes this AM/FM 
stereo receiver a quality 
addition to your home) 
Was $380.00 
Save 
•115.00 265.00 
This is just a sample of the many quality items on sale in our huge inventory 5 
Hurry, Some Items Limited! 
GUARANTEED PWCE POUCY 
We want you to be sure you're paying the low- 
est possible price lor your components. To 
guarantee it, we'll refund you the difference if 
you find a lower pnee from any authorized full 
service dealer in Ohio within 30 days. (And that 
includes ourselves.') 
COMPIETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
We are factory authorized to service virtually 
every component we sell Our expenenced 
service technicians, working with thousands of 
dollars ol the most recent and sophisticated 
test gear, are qualified to service any audio 
equipment,   both  in   and  out   of   warranty. 
Sale Ends Nov. 21st!! FINANCING AVAILABLE 
248 SOUTH MAIN ST. - BOWLING GREEN (352-3595) 
"Also shop our three other great locations" 
5206 MONROE ST. 5122 HEATHERDOWNS 400 S. MAIN ST. 
TOLEDO, OHIO TOIEDO, OHIO FINDLAY OH 
885-3547 381-0465 424-1191 
 OPEN: Monday-Friday till 9 p.m. - Saturday TO a.m. till 5:30 p.m. 
